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ABSTRACT
The Legacy ExtraGalactic UV Survey (LEGUS) is a multiwavelength Cycle 21 Trea-
sury program on the Hubble Space Telescope. It studied 50 nearby star-forming galaxies
in five bands from the near UV to the I-band, combining new Wide Field Camera 3
observations with archival Advanced Camera for Surveys data. LEGUS was designed
to investigate how star formation occurs and develops on both small and large scales,
and how it relates to the galactic environments. In this paper we present the photo-
metric catalogs for all the apparently single stars identified in the 50 LEGUS galaxies.
Photometric catalogs and mosaicked images for all filters are available for download.
We present optical and near UV color-magnitude diagrams for all the galaxies. For
each galaxy we derived the distance from the tip of the red giant branch. We then used
the NUV color-magnitude diagrams to identify stars more massive than 14 M, and
compared their number with the number of massive stars expected from the GALEX
FUV luminosity. Our analysis shows that the fraction of massive stars forming in star
clusters and stellar associations is about constant with the star formation rate. This
lack of a relation suggests that the time scale for evaporation of unbound structures is
comparable or longer than 10 Myr. At low star formation rates this translates to an
excess of mass in clustered environments as compared to model predictions of cluster
evolution, suggesting that a significant fraction of stars form in unbound systems.
Subject headings: galaxies: star formation - galaxies: stellar content - stars: formation
galaxies: star clusters: general - HertzsprungRussell and CM diagrams
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1. Introduction
Star formation (SF) plays a major role in shaping the evolution of galaxies. On a small
scale, feedback from massive stars affects the surrounding environment via intense stellar winds,
ultraviolet radiation fields, chemical processing, and explosions. On a large scale, it governs the
macroscopic properties of galaxies. Despite its importance, how galaxies form stars over time,
likely in response to both internal and external factors, has not been characterized, nor have we
fully understood the link between SF and the global properties of the host galaxies. As a result a
universal law that describes SF at all scales is still missing (Dobbs et al. 2011, 2013; Hopkins et al.
2013).
The fragmentation of giant molecular clouds (GMCs) likely causes the formation of stars in
a clustered environment (e.g., Larson 1981; Elmegreen & Scalo 2004; Mac Low & Klessen 2004;
McKee & Ostriker 2007), and it has been known for a while that a fraction of the newly formed
systems is not gravitationally bound (Blaauw 1964; Elmegreen 1983; Clarke et al. 2000; Lada &
Lada 2003; Portegies Zwart, et al. 2010; Goddard et al. 2010; Gieles & Portegies Zwart 2011). For
a long time it was believed that the sudden expulsion of residual gas by feedback was decimating
the population of young embedded stellar systems (e.g., infant mortality, Tutukov 1978; Hills 1980;
Lada & Lada 2003; Bastian & Goodwin 2006; Parmentier et al. 2008), but the strong correlation
between young stellar objects (YSOs) and the hierarchical structure of the interstellar medium
(ISM, Testi et al. 2000; Gutermuth et al. 2011; Bressert et al. 2012) suggests that only in a fraction
of cases the star formation efficiency is sufficiently high to result in bound stellar systems, with the
majority of the stars forming in more dispersed structures throughout the natal GMC (Elmegreen &
Elmegreen 2001). This suggests that, at least in some environments, SF may occur on a continuous
spectrum of number densities, without the need for a critical density threshold (e.g. Bressert et al.
2010; Parker & Meyer 2012) .
The fraction of stars that form in bound star clusters is often quantified as the cluster formation
efficiency Γ (e.g., Bastian 2008; Goddard et al. 2010; Adamo et al. 2011; Silva-Villa & Larsen 2011).
This parameter provides important information on the process of SF (Elmegreen 2002) and cluster
disruption (Gieles et al. 2005) in different environments, and it is also a powerful tracer of the
history of star formation in distant galaxies (Miller et al. 1997; Larsen et al. 2001; Goudfrooij et
al. 2004; Bastian et al. 2005; Smith et al. 2007; Fedotov et al. 2011).
Observational studies of extragalactic cluster populations highlighted a correlation between
Γ and the star formation rate surface density ΣSFR of the host galaxy (Larsen & Richtler 2000;
Goddard et al. 2010; Adamo et al. 2011; Silva-Villa & Larsen 2011). This correlation seems to
suggest that the short free-fall times characteristic of the regions of higher gas density would be
sufficient to enable the high star formation efficiencies necessary to form bound systems (Kruijssen
2012).
Several studies have investigated if and how Γ depends on the environment. While in investi-
gating how Γ changes within a galaxy, the sample of clusters used to derive Γ was often carefully
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characterized (e.g. Adamo et al. 2015; Johnson et al. 2016; Adamo et al. 2017; Messa et al. 2018),
when comparing results from different galaxies, this has often resulted in combining heterogeneous
samples of clusters, whose ages and properties had been derived in non-uniform ways. In this paper
we take advantage of the Legacy ExtraGalactic UV Survey (LEGUS, PI Calzetti, GO-13364) to
investigate the relation between young massive stars (age < 14 Myr) in the field of the host galaxy
and the corresponding population of young star clusters and associations.
LEGUS is a Cycle 21 Treasury program that images 50 nearby (distance ∼ 3.5−18 Mpc) star-
forming galaxies in five bands (NUV, U, B, V, I) with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). LEGUS
targets were carefully chosen to span the widest range of morphology, star formation rate (SFR),
mass, metallicity, internal structure, and interaction state. For each of the targets ancillary data
from the near- (λ = 0.231µm) and far-UV (λ = 0.153µm) from GALEX, ground based Hα+[Nii],
and from Spitzer Space Telescope and WISE mosaics (λλ =3.4 – 160µm) are available (a complete
description of the LEGUS sample and goals is presented in Calzetti et al. 2015).
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the observations and the data reduction;
the color-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) are presented in Section 3, and the distances of our targets
as derived from the tip of the red giant branch (TRGB) are discussed in Section 4. Section 5
discusses Γ as derived from the fraction of massive stars in the field (Γ?) as a function of the SFR
estimated from the far UV emission. The summary and conclusions are presented in Section 6.
2. Observations and Data Reduction
2.1. The Data
LEGUS was awarded 154 orbits in Cycle 21 to observe 50 star-forming galaxies with the UVIS
channel of the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) in the filters F275W, F336W, and, when not already
available in the Mikulski Archive for the Space Telescope (MAST) archive, also in the filters F438W,
F555W, and F814W. For simplicity, from now on, in the text we will refer to these filters as NUV,
U, B, V, and I respectively. The choice of filters was dictated by the desire to distinguish young
massive bright stars from faint star clusters, derive accurate star formation histories for the stars
in the field from CMDs, and obtain extinction-free ages and masses for the star clusters.
Nearly half of the LEGUS galaxies are sufficiently compact that their far-UV (FUV) effective
surface can be mapped with one WFC3/UVIS pointing. For those cases in which the galaxy is
slightly larger than the UVIS field of view (FoV), the pointing was optimized to achieve the best
coverage possible. Similarly, we tuned the observation position angle to maximize the overlap with
archival data (when available). Eleven of the LEGUS galaxies are significantly more extended than
the WFC3 FoV. For nine of them we collected multiple pointings along the radial direction to span
a wider range of environments.
For each filter we acquired three observations following a three-point dither-pattern with a step
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of ∼ 1.′′88. We devoted a total integration time of ≥ 2400s in the NUV filter and ≥ 1100s in U. For
15 targets, where long B, V, and I ACS observations were already available in the MAST archive, the
final exposure time in U went up to ≥ 2400s. For those galaxies that were not previously observed
with ACS in the optical, we used ≥ 900s to observe them in B and I, and ≥ 1100s to acquire data
in V. The observations were designed to reach a depth of mV ega(NUV)= 24.5 with signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N) ∼ 6 and comparable depth in the other filters. The log of the observations, complete
with dataset names, proposal IDs, observing dates and times, coordinates, instruments, filters, and
exposure times, is reported in Appendix A/Table 4.
After five years of operations, charge transfer efficiency (CTE) losses were becoming a concern
(Bourque & Kozurina-Platais 2013) for WFC3/UVIS, especially at the shorter wavelengths, where
the background is low (Baggett & Anderson 2012). To mitigate the effect of the degrading CTE,
we artificially increased the background level of the NUV, U, and B exposures by 12 e− using post-
flash. Bias level, superbias, superdark subtraction, post-flash removal, and flat-field correction were
applied to each WFC3 image through the standard calibration pipeline CALWF3 version 3.1.2. At
the time of the data processing, the pixel-based CTE correction was not included in CALWF3,
therefore we used the standalone software routine wfc3uv ctereverse parallel.F provided by the
WFC3 team (available at the webpage http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/tools/cte tools). Pipeline-
processed and CTE-corrected ACS/WFC ∗ flc.fits individual images were downloaded directly
from the MAST archive.
2.2. Image alignment
On average the World Coordinate System (WCS) solution in the header of WFC3 data is more
accurate than the one found in old ACS datasets. Therefore we decided to use the information
found in the WFC3 B-band images to align and register the individual ∗ flc images with north
up and east to the left. When WFC3 B-band data were not available we used the U-band filter as
our reference frame.
Each image was aligned using the tweakreg routine. The astrodrizzle routine (Gonzaga et
al. 2012) was then used to combine the aligned images for each filter. Each final drizzled image
is sky-subtracted and weighted by its exposure time; it is in units of e−s−1 and has a pixel scale
of 39.62 mas pixel−1. The routine tweakback was then used to propagate the improved World
Coordinate System solution back to the header of the ∗ flc images. Astrodrizzle was also run to
identify those pixels that were affected by cosmic rays (CRs) and other spurious signals (such as
hot or bad pixels). This information was blotted back to the data quality (DQ) arrays of the affected
original frames.
The ACS/WFC data were aligned and drizzled to the UVIS pixel scale. Because of differ-
ent orientations and pointings, in some cases we had to mosaic multiple ACS images together to




Positions and fluxes for point-like sources were measured via PSF-fitting using the WFC3 and
ACS modules of the photometry package DOLPHOT version 2.0, downloaded on 12 December 2014
from the website http://americano.dolphinsim.com/dolphot/ (Dolphin et al. 2002). Each filter was
analyzed independently of the others to both maximize the sensitivity to objects of extreme colors,
and expedite the data reduction.
The fluxes of all the sources exceeding an initial sigma detection threshold SigFind& 3.0 in
the drizzled images were measured on the individual ∗ flc frames. The final photometric analysis
was then performed on all the sources with sigma threshold SigFinal& 3.5 .
For the WFC3 data we used the set of PSF libraries whose cores are based on the effective PSF
published by the WFC3 team (see the WFC3 website for further information1), while for the ACS
data we used the PSF libraries derived from Tiny Tim (Krist 1995). For each filter the astrometric
solution stored in the header of the ∗ flc was used as the starting point for the alignment of the
images in a filter, and then we allowed DOLPHOT to use the bright stars in common to the images
to further refine the solution. The final alignment among each image was good to ∼ 0.′′01 precision.
The same stars were also used to improve the reference PSFs, by minimizing the residuals from the
bright stars fitting. The magnitude of each detected star was iteratively improved by taking into
account the contribution of the nearby sources.
We ran a series of artificial star tests on a subset of galaxies, characterized by different amounts
of crowding and background levels to optimize the DOLPHOT setup. The final set of parameters
we used in our analysis is listed in Table 1. Note that because we had applied the pixel-based CTE
correction to each individual ∗ flt image, we turned off the DOLPHOT routine that empirically
corrects the photometry for the CTE losses.
We recommend users interested in reproducing LEGUS photometry to download both the
drizzled-combined ∗ drc and individual CTE-corrected ∗ flc images from the LEGUS webpage
https://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/legus/dataproducts-public.html because DOLPHOT uses the in-
formation stored in the DQ arrays of the ∗ flc images to discard bad pixels and cosmic ray hits.
This information is not recorded in the data downloaded from the MAST archive, and this differ-
ence can cause up to a 5% difference in the final photometry. In addition, the WFC3 team has
recently largely modified the calibration pipeline, to better reflect the difference in quantum effi-
ciency between the two chips of the UVIS channel (Ryan et al. 2016). Our analysis was performed
before the changes in the pipeline were introduced.
1http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/analysis/PSF
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Table 1. Parameters used to run the stellar photometry with DOLPHOT
DOLPHOT PARAMETERS
img? shift = 0 0
img? xform = 1 0 0
img? apsky = 15 25
img? RAper = 8
img? RPSF = 10
img? RSky = 15.0 35.0































DOLPHOT went through several changes and updates in the time we processed our dataset.
These changes did not always correspond to a change in the package version number. To guarantee
self-consistent results for users interested in reproducing LEGUS results, or in running tailored
artificial star tests, the DOLPHOT version used to reprocess the entire LEGUS dataset, as well
as the version of PSF libraries can be downloaded from the LEGUS webpage. The python-based
pipeline to automate the photometry is also available for download.
2.4. The photometric catalogs
For each star DOLPHOT provides the position relative to the drizzled image, the magnitude
and a series of diagnostics to evaluate the quality of the photometry, including S/N ratio, photo-
metric error, χ2 for the fit of the PSF, roundness (which can be used to identify extended objects),
object type (which describes the shape of the source), and an error flag, which is larger than zero
whenever there is an issue with the fitting (i.e., because of saturation or extension of the source
beyond the detector field of view).
For each galaxy we are releasing several different photometric catalogs that can be downloaded
from the MAST archive. In particular we are releasing:
• The five (one for each filter) single-band outputs of DOLPHOT.
• A five band catalog that includes all the sources with ERRORFLAG=0, 1, 2 or 3, and magnitude
brighter than 28.5 and has been labeled as v1;
• A five band catalog that comprises only sources with magnitude brighter than 30 and with
ERRORFLAG=0. This catalog has been labeled as v2.
In both versions v1 and v2, the five single-band catalogs were cross-matched using the cross-
correlation package CataPack2. Because of the wide range of wavelengths covered by LEGUS, we
used the intermediate B filter as the reference frame.
2.5. Selection criteria
To correctly interpret the properties of the stellar populations found in the LEGUS galaxies,
we need to differentiate as much as possible the bona fide apparently single stars from extended
objects, blended sources, and spurious detections. To achieve this goal we independently applied to
2The CataPack package is developed by P. Montegriffo at the Bologna Observatory (INAF), and is available for
download at http://www.bo.astro.it/∼paolo/Main/CataPack.html
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Fig. 1.— Quality of the photometry for the sources detected by DOLPHOT in the NUV filter for
the dwarf galaxy NGC 1705. In each plot all the detected sources are shown as light gray dots, while
the two-dimensional histograms highlight the distribution of the sources that passed the selection
criteria. Sources were first selected on the basis of their sharpness - Panel A), the local crowding -
Panel B), then their χ2 value - Panel C), and roundness - Panel D).
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each filter selection criteria based on the photometric error, the shape of the objects, their isolation
and the quality of the PSF-fitting, and the roundness.
In both versions of the multiband photometric catalogs we have used a five digit (one digit
per filter from NUV to I from left to right) good photometric quality flag (GPQF). In version v1
each digit can range from 0 to 7, and in version v2 it can range from 0 to 5. In both catalogs
0 correspondis to a non-detection. From the sources with magnitude brighter than 30 we then
considered only those whose sharpness deviates less than 1σ from the mean value per magnitude
bin. The sources that passed this criterion were flagged with GPQFge2, while GPQF= 1 means that
either the sharpness deviates more than 1σ from the mean value for that bean of magnitude. Panel
A) of Figure 1 shows how the sharpness changes as a function of magnitude in the NUV filter for
the galaxy NGC 1705. The black points indicate all the sources that are included in the version
v1 of the photometric catalog, while the two-dimensional histogram shows the sources that passed
the selection in sharpness.
From all the sources with “good” sharpness we then selected those whose crowding parameter
is less then 2σ from the mean value per magnitude bin, and assigned them GPQFge3. The 2D
histogram in Panel B) shows the sources that passed both the selection in sharpness and crowding,
superimposed on the distribution of the all the sources.
Among the sources that passed the selection with crowding, those that are within 3σ from the
mean χ2 value in the magnitude bin, have been flagged with GPQF≥ 4 (see Panel C)), and among
these we assigned GPQF= 5 to the sources with photometric error < 0.5 (see Panel D)) A source
that passed all the selection criteria in all five bands therefore will have GPQF= 55555, while a
source that was detected only in V and I, and that in both filters passed all the selection criteria
up to the χ2 will have GPQF= 00044.
In the version v1 of the catalog, we applied two further selections: sources with GPQF≥ 6 are
within 1σ from the mean roundness, and source if their S/N ration is > 2.5 they have been flagged
with GPQF= 7. For each target the version v1 photometric catalog has the following format: x and y
coordinates in the drizzled image reference frame. For each filter we report the magnitude measured
in the VEGA system, the photometric error, the reduced χ2 from the PSF-fitting, sharpness,
crowding, roundness, signal to noise ration and object type. Filters are listed in order of increasing
wavelengths from the NUV to the I band. The ERRORFLAG determined by DOLPHOT have been
summarized in column 43 by a 5 digit (one for each filter) ERROR FLAG. Because 0 corresponds
to a non detection in that filter, we added 1 to the value of the DOLPHOT ERRORFLAG. GPQF is
listed in column 44, while right ascension and declination are in columns 45 and 46 respectively.
The last column lists a LEGUS-unique identifier. The header of a v1 catalog is shown in Table 2.
The version v2 catalogs have the same format, expect for the flux, that is not reported.
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Table 2. Header of one of the LEGUS photometric catalogs
# 1 X IMAGE Object position along x [pixel]
# 2 Y IMAGE Object position along y [pixel]
# 3 MAGNI F275W WFC3/UVIS/F275W DOLPHOT magnitude in VEGA system [mag]
# 4 MAGER F275W Magnitude error [mag]
# 5 CHISQ F275W Reduced chi2 from PSF-fitting []
# 6 SHARP F275W Object sharpness []
# 7 CROWD F275W Object crowding [mag]
# 8 ROUND F275W Object roundness []
# 9 SN F275W Object signal to noise ratio []
# 10 OTYPE F275W Object type []
# 11 MAGNI F336W WFC3/UVIS/F336W DOLPHOT magnitude in VEGA system [mag]
# 12 MAGER F336W Magnitude error [mag]
# 13 CHISQ F336W Reduced chi2 from PSF-fitting []
# 14 SHARP F336W Object sharpness []
# 15 CROWD F336W Object crowding [mag]
# 16 ROUND F336W Object roundness []
# 17 SN F336W Object signal to noise ratio []
# 18 OTYPE F336W Object type []
# 19 MAGNI F438W WFC3/UVIS/F438W DOLPHOT magnitude in VEGA system [mag]
# 20 MAGER F438W Magnitude error [mag]
# 21 CHISQ F438W Reduced chi2 from PSF-fitting []
# 22 SHARP F438W Object sharpness []
# 23 CROWD F438W Object crowding [mag]
# 24 ROUND F438W Object roundness []
# 25 SN F438W Object signal to noise ratio []
# 26 OTYPE F438W Object type []
# 27 MAGNI F555W WFC3/UVIS/F555W DOLPHOT magnitude in VEGA system [mag]
# 28 MAGER F555W Magnitude error [mag]
# 29 CHISQ F555W Reduced chi2 from PSF-fitting []
# 30 SHARP F555W Object sharpness []
# 31 CROWD F555W Object crowding [mag]
# 32 ROUND F555W Object roundness []
# 33 SN F555W Object signal to noise ratio []
# 34 OTYPE F555W Object type []
# 35 MAGNI F814W WFC3/UVIS/F814W DOLPHOT magnitude in VEGA system [mag]
# 36 MAGER F814W Magnitude error [mag]
# 37 CHISQ F814W Reduced chi2 from PSF-fitting []
# 38 SHARP F814W Object sharpness []
# 39 CROWD F814W Object crowding [mag]
# 40 ROUND F814W Object roundness []
# 41 SN F814W Object signal to noise ratio []
# 42 OTYPE F814W Object type []
# 43 ERROR FLAG DOLPHOT flags [0-4]
# 44 GPQF Good photometric quality flags [0-5]
# 45 ALPHA J2000 Right ascension of barycenter (J2000) [deg]
# 46 DELTA J2000 Declination of barycenter (J2000) [deg]
# 47 LEGUS ID LEGUS unique identifier [LEGUS+HH:MM:SS.SS-DD:MM:SS.S]
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Fig. 2.— Panel A): Optical I vs. V-I CMD for the galaxy NGC 4395. PARSEC isochrones for 4,
8, 16, 40, 100, 250, 630 Myr and 1.6, 4, and 10 Gyr are superimposed in red, dark orange, orange,
yellow, green, cyan, light blue, dark blue, purple and indigo respectively, by assuming a distance
modulus of 28.36, and an extinction E(B-V)=0.04. Panel B): NUV vs NUV-U CMD for NGC 4395.
PARSEC isochrones for 4, 8, 16, 40, 100 Myr are shown in red, dark orange, orange, yellow, and
green. Panel C): Optical I vs. V-I CMD with the names and position of the main evolutionary
sequences highlighted by red-dashed lines. Panel D): NUV vs NUV-U CMD. Only the upper part
of the MS and BSG stars are visible. Their locations are roughly indicated by red arrows.
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3. Color-Magnitude Diagrams
CMDs are very effective tools to investigate the stellar content of a system, and therefore to
infer its star formation history and evolution. Figure 2 shows the optical (I vs V-I, to the left) and
NUV (NUV vs NUV-U, to the right) CMDs of the galaxy NGC 4605, obtained from the catalog
hlsp legus hst uvis ngc4605 multiband v2 stellar phot.cat. The left panels show only stars
with GPQF= ∗ ∗ ∗55, while the right panels show only the sources with GPQF= 55 ∗ ∗∗.
PARSEC isochrones (Bressan et al 2012; Tang et al. 2014; Chen et al. 2015; Marigo et al.
2017) of different ages are superimposed on the CMDs in the two upper panels. In the two lower
panels the evolutionary features characteristic of the two CMDs are highlighted for guiding the
interpretation.
In the optical CMD stars brighter than I < 23.5 are distributed along two sequences. The
bluer sequence (V − I < 0.5 , sometimes called “blue plume”) hosts intermediate and high-mass
young (down to few Myr) main-sequence (MS) stars, and core helium-burning stars at the blue
edge of the blue loop (blue supergiants, BSGs). The bright red stars (V − I > 1.5, red plume)
are evolved helium-burning red supergiants (RSGs). Intermediate-mass asymptotic giant branch
(AGB) stars of a few hundred million years can be seen in all the LEGUS optical CMDs below the
red plume. In most of the CMDs it is also possible to note a sharp discontinuity in the luminosity
function of the red stars. This corresponds to the tip of the old (age & 1 Gyr) red giant branch
(TRGB).
The morphology and difference in color between the red and the blue plumes, as well as the
shape of RGB and tip of the asymptotic giant branch (TPAGB), can be used to constrain the
metallicity of a galaxy. By comparing the optical CMDs to PARSEC isochrones, we were able to
divide the galaxies in the LEGUS sample into six groups: very metal-poor galaxies with metallicity
(Z ' 0.0008), galaxies with metallicity close the Small Magellanic Cloud (Z ' 0.004), galaxies close
to the metallicity of the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC, Z ' 0.008), systems whose metallicity is
clearly higher that in the LMC, but not yet solar (Z ' 0.01), galaxies with solar metallicity
(Z ' 0.02), and finally super-solar systems (Z & 0.03). In 78% of the cases our estimates of the
metallicity are in good agreement with literature values (see Table 1 in Calzetti et al. 2015). In
5 cases (namely NGC 1313, NGC 1705, NGC 3344, NGC 4248, and NGC 6744) our estimates
are significantly higher than what would be derived from the oxygen abundance reported in the
literature, while in three cases (NGC 2500, NGC 4605, and NGC 5238) the morphology of the
TRGB and the separation between the blue and the red plumes appear to be too tight compared
to the oxygen abundances reported in the literature.
The NUV CMD contains high-mass MS stars and evolved blue supergiants (BSG) at the blue
edge of the blue loop. The NUV and U filters are very effective to highlight the sites of the most
recent star formation across the various galaxies. On the other hand at these wavelengths, even for
the nearest galaxies, the LEGUS detection threshold limits the lookback time to ≤ 100 Myr.
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NUV and optical CMDs for all the LEGUS galaxies are shown in Appendix A/Figures 5
to 15. All the CMDs are obtained from the version v2 of the photometric catalogs. The NUV
CMDs show only stars with GPQF= 55 ∗ ∗∗, in the optical CMD only stars with GPQF= ∗ ∗ ∗55 are
shown. A careful inspection of the optical CMDs for three of the larger spiral galaxies shows that
metallicity is increasing moving from the outskirts towards the center. The most prominent example
is NGC 5457 (a.k.a M101), in which we find that the color of the stellar populations in the most
external field (NGC 5457nw3) are better reproduced by isochrones for Z=0.0008, isochrones with
metallicity Z=0.008 are more indicated for the central pointing (NGC 5457c), while for the three
intermediate pointing (NGC 5457se, NGC 5457nw1 and NGC 5457nw2) we used isochrones with
metallicity Z=0.004. Similarly for NGC 628, we used Z=0.02 for the central pointing (NGC 628c),
while Z=0.008 seams to be more appropriate for eastern pointing (NGC 628e). Similar metallicity
gradients have been previously observed in several other spiral galaxies (Muno˜z-Mateos et al. 2007;
MacArthur et al. 2009; Gogarten et al. 2010), and have been interpreted as an indication that
large disks have been forming “inside-out”. In this scenario, star formation started in the center,
therefore we should find a higher fraction of older stars in the core of galaxies compared to the
outskirt. This would favor a higher metal enrichment of the interstellar medium in the center of
the galaxy, and therefore cause the more recently formed stars toward the center to have higher
metal abundances than stars formed in the outskirts of the disk.
The galaxies in our sample are affected by different amounts of dust extinction. For each galaxy
we used the foreground extinction derived by Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) and the Fitzpatrick
(1999) reddening law RV =3.1. A comparison of the (NUV-U) and (V-I) colors with PARSEC
isochrones shows that in most of the cases the upper MS is affected by a higher amount of extinction
than just the Galactic foreground extinction. This is consistent with the fact that stars tend to
form in dust-rich environments.
The properties of the galaxies studied in the LEGUS project are summarized in Table 3,
including the foreground E(B-V), listed in column 7, and the E(B-V) values derived from the
comparison of the upper MS colors with the models are reported in column 8. In addition the Table
reports the name of the galaxy in column 1, the RC3 morphological T-type is listed in column 2;
stellar and Hi masses (expressed in M) in colums 3 and 4 respectively. Column 5 reports the SFR
corrected for dust attenuation derived from the Galex FUV flux assuming a Kroupa initial mass
function, and column 6 reports the FUV half light radius R1/2. The metallicity Z as inferred from
the comparison of the optical CMDs with PARSEC isochrones is reported in column 9. Distance
moduli and distances with their respective uncertainties are reported on columns 10 to 13 (see
discussion in Section 4). Column 14 reports the number of stars more massive that 14 M found
in the field of each galaxy (see discussion in Section 5).
The optical CMDs have been corrected for distance, as derived from the luminosity of the
TRGB (see Section 4), and foreground extinction. Since the majority of the stars in the NUV
CMDs are in the MS evolutionary phase, the NUV CMDs have been corrected for the extra amount
of extinction derived from the MS colors. The blue-dotted line in the NUV CMDs marks the
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luminosity of a M = 14M star in the NUV filter for the assumed metallicity, while the dashed
line in the optical CMDs highlights the position of the TRGB, as derived in the following section.
The galaxies are shown in order of increasing metallicity and SFR.
4. The tip of the RGB and galaxy distance moduli
The explosive onset of helium burning in the degenerate core of low-mass stars drastically ends
the RGB evolutionary phase. At low metallicity this occurs at about the same brightness for all
low-mass stars, and, in the I vs V-I CMD, causes a sharp cutoff in the star counts, the so called
TRGB. The luminosity of the TRGB is a standard candle and it has been used to determine the
distances of galaxies for more than 35 years (Iben & Renzini 1983; Da Costa & Armandroff 1990;
Lee et al. 1993; Sakai et al. 1996). Distances derived from the luminosity of the TRGB agree with
those inferred from the Cepheid period-luminosity relation at the level of 0.01 mag (Rizzi et al.
2007).
Several studies have demonstrated that in order to obtain a robust determination of the TRGB,
it should be at least one magnitude above the detection threshold (e.g. Madore & Freedman 1995;
Makarov et al. 2006; Madore et al. 2009). So far the TRGB has been used to determine the distance
of galaxies closer than 18–20 Mpc (Aloisi et al. 2007; Tully et al. 2016)
For low metallicities ([Fe/H] < −0.7) the luminosity of the TRGB in the I band is independent
of the age of the stellar population, and the effect of metallicity is less than 0.2 mag (Lee et al.
1993; Salaris & Cassisi 1997; Bellazini et al. 2001). At higher metallicity the luminosity of the
TRGB depends on the age of the stellar population. Rizzi et al. (2007) have shown that this
degeneracy can be broken by using the color of the RGB. In our analysis we decided to adopt a
more conservative approach and leave the metallicity as an unknown factor. By averaging over the
metallicity range and using PARSEC isochrones, we found that in the WFC3 Vegamag photometric
system the absolute magnitude of the TRGB is MI = −4.0, with a 0.2 uncertainty due to the lack
of information on metallicity to be added in quadrature to the photometric and reddening errors.
When possible, we measured the apparent magnitude of the TRGB in the outskirts of the
galaxies, where the “contamination” from the young and intermediate-age stellar populations is
negligible. In those cases where it was not possible to identify a region in the galaxy dominated
by the old (age > 1 Gyr) stellar population, we removed all the sources that were detected in the
three bluer filters of our survey.
We applied an edge-detection algorithm based on Sobel’s filter to the Gaussian-smoothed I
luminosity function, following the prescription of Sakai et al. (1996). Because extinction tends to
be lower in the galaxy outskirts, for each galaxy the luminosity of the TRGB was corrected for the
foreground extinction only.
The accuracy of the TRGB detection using the Sobel filter depends on the step used for the
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binning. We used a 0.05 magnitude step and a 0.01 sigma for the smoothing. The small binning
step increases the numbers of peaks identified by Sobel’s filter and it is necessary to introduce
a likelihood method to identify the peak corresponding to the TRGB. We ran simulations using
PARSEC isochrones for the metallicity estimated in the previous section, the photometric errors at
the various magnitudes and colors, the foreground extinction, and the magnitude of the candidate
TRGBs.
For the larger galaxies, where multiple pointings were available, we independently derived the
distance modulus for each field, and then used the average value for the distance of the galaxy. In
most cases our measurements are in excellent agreement (∆(m−M)0 < 0.1) with the values found
in the literature (e.g., Tosi et al. 2001; Jacobs et al. 2009; Tully et al. 2013; Skillman et al. 2013;
Sacchi et al. 2016). However it should be noted that in the central pointing of NGC 1512 crowding
was so severe that it was not possible to determine the luminosity of the TRGB from the data. In
this case we assumed the average values estimated from the SW pointing and NGC 1510.
Crowding was an issue also in the detection of the TRGB in the center of NGC 628 and
NGC 5194. For these two regions we assumed the distance derived from the other fields. A
combination of distance, crowding, and metallicity made the estimate of the TRGB luminosity of
the galaxies NGC 1433, NGC 5195, NGC 1512, NGC 3351, and NGC 3627 quite uncertain, and
these values should be used with caution. The TRGB of IC 559, NGC 2500, NGC 1510, NGC4594,
and NGC3368 is less than a magnitude above the detection threshold, thus the distance for these
galaxies could have been underestimated. Finally, NGC 1566 is too far away to detect the tip in our
photometry. For this galaxy we assumed a distance of 18± 2 Mpc (Tully, private communication).
5. On the Clustering Properties of Star Formation
The NUV vs NUV-U CMDs can be used to identify the young massive stars (i.e. M ≥ 14 M)
present in the field of a galaxy. Because the majority of the massive stars are still likely in star
clusters and stellar associations, and therefore cannot be resolved into single stellar objects, these
sources will be not accounted for in the NUV vs NUV-U CMDs. The galaxy’s FUV luminosity,
however, includes the contribution coming from all the stars, whether they are in clusters, asso-
ciations, and in the field (LFUV = Lfield stars + Lyoung bound clusters + Lyoung unbound associations).
Therefore we can infer the fraction of objects that are still in clustered environments few Myr
after their formation (i.e., within ' 14 Myr from birth) by comparing the number of apparently
single stars found in the field with the number of massive stars expected from the galaxy’s FUV
luminosity.
We used PARSEC isochrones of appropriate metallicities to determine the absolute NUV
magnitude of the turn-off (TO) of a 14 Myr old stellar population. This corresponds to a 14 M
star. For each galaxy we then counted how many stars are brighter than the 14 Myr TO.




































































Fig. 3.— Panel A): Ratio between the number of stars above 14 M as counted from the LEGUS
data and the expected number of stars more massive than 14 M as derived from the measured
SFRs as a function of distance (Panel A)), morphological type (Panel B)), total stellar mass (Panel
C)), mass of gas (Panel D)), UV half light radius (Panel E)) and sSFR (Panel F)). Spiral galaxies
are marked in orange and dwarf galaxies are marked in blue. Spiral galaxies that fit within the
WFC3 FoV are marked with square symbols, while spirals significantly larger than the WFC3
FoV are marked with diamonds. Similarly, dwarf galaxies that fit in the WFC3 FoV are indicated
by circles, while dwarfs whose half light radius is significantly larger that the WFC3’s FoV are
indicated by triangles. NGC 1566, for which we have only a lower limit, is indicated by a yellow
pentagon.
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LEGUS galaxies (or, for large galaxies, for regions within the galaxy) from the combination of
FUV and 24 µm emission from GALEX and Spitzer/MIPS, respectively, using the equation of Hao
et al. (2011), and assuming the distances derived from the luminosity of the TRGB (column 12
of Table 3). We then normalize the SFRs to the Kroupa (2001) IMF in the stellar mass range
0.1-100 M. The combination of observed UV and 24 µm accounts for the presence of dust in
the regions, and provides an extinction–corrected SFR. The use of the UV emission provides mean
SFRs over the most recent ∼100 Myr timescale (Kennicutt & Evans 2012; Calzetti 2013).
In order to derive a SFR surface density ΣSFR, SFRs were normalized to the galaxy areas,
calculated from the GALEX FUV half–light radius R1/2 (Table 3, column 5), assuming the distance
derived from the TRGB. We measure R1/2 directly from the GALEX archival images, using a
circular aperture.
With the exception of NGC 628, NGC 1313, NGC 3344, NGC 1566, NGC 3344, NGC 5194,
NGC 6503, and NGC 7793, for which we derived the SFR from the UV+24µm light within the
WFC3 field of view, galaxies with a UV R1/2 > 55
′′ were excluded from the study presented in
this section, as a significant fraction of their SF (and massive stars) are outside the footprint of the
WFC3/UVIS camera. For four of the galaxies with multiple pointings, we derived the SFR specific
to the pointing. These galaxies are: NGC 628, NGC 1313, NGC 5194, and NGC 7793. In total we
derived SFRs for 32 galaxies.
We used the SFRs obtained above to derive the expected numbers of stars more massive than
14 M. Since the SFRs include a timescale, we used a luminosity–weighted timescale, which, for
14 M, a Kroupa IMF, and stellar mass–luminosity relations as given in Sparke & Gallagher (2000),
is about 4×106 yr. In all our calculations, we assumed that stars below 2 M provide negligible
contribution to the UV luminosity, and that the SFR remained constant over the last 100 Myr. The
last assumption is likely our largest source of uncertainty in the numbers we obtained, especially
for the dwarf galaxies, because they tend to form stars in bursting episodes.
For the 32 galaxies mentioned above we derived the ratio: Nmassive/N(SFR)massive, which is
the ratio between the number of stars above the 14 Myr old TO, counted in the LEGUS data, and
the number of stars more massive that 14 M, as expected from the SFRs derived from GALEX.
We should note that, within the uncertainties, this ratio is expected to be always ≤1, since the
resolved stars do not include either star clusters or compact associations. However for UGCA 281
and IC 4247 we find that Nmassive/N(SFR)massive ≥ 1. This is probably an artifact due to the
assumption of a constant SFR over the past 100 Myr. Both IC 4247 and UGCA 892 in fact are
small dwarf irregular galaxies, that experienced very modest SF in the past few Myr.
Figure 3 shows how the ratio Nmassive/N(SFR)massive relates to a number of global properties
of the galaxies, such as distance (Panel A)), RC3 morphological T-type as discussed in Kennicutt
et al. (2008, Panel B)), stellar mass (Panel C)), total mass in neutral gas, FUV effective radius,
and specific SFR (sSFR=SFR/mass, Panel D)). Spiral galaxies are marked in orange, using either
square symbols (when the entire NUV half-light falls within the WFC3 FoV), or diamonds (when
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their SFRs have been normalized to the WFC3 FoV). Dwarf galaxies, marked in blue, are indicated
with circles (when they fit within WFC3 FoV), or triangles. This figure is used to establish whether
our measurements may suffer from biases or selection effects.
As mentioned above, we assumed constant SFR over the past 100 Myr. While this assumption
is probably correct for spiral and Magellanic galaxies, for the dwarf systems it is more likely that
SF occurred in short burst. Depending on when and at which rate SF developed in the dwarf
galaxies, this can cause either an over or an under-estimation of the total number of massive stars.
Panel A) of Figure 3, for example, shows a correlation between the number of massive stars found
in the field of dwarf galaxies and their distance. This trend is due to the fact that the majority
of the late-type (RC3 T-type≥ 8) dwarfs in the LEGUS sample are between 4 and 6 Mpc. In the
case of the spiral galaxies, on the contrary, we do not notice any obvious trend with the distance.
We do not find any obvious correlation between the ratio Nmassive/N(SFR)massive and the other
quantities mentioned above, therefore we conclude that our measurements are mostly free from
these selections effects.
Panel A) of Figure 4 shows the ratio Nmassive/N(SFR)massive as a function of ΣSFR. Again,
we do not notice any obvious trend in this plot.
We introduce now a new value
Γ? = 1− Nmassive
N(SFR)massive
(1)
as the fraction of stars that are not in the field, and, therefore, are likely to be in clustered star
forming regions (including both compact bound clusters and unbound associations). Hence, we
defined the above quantity as Γ?, rather than Γ, since the latter quantity usually refers to the
fraction of stellar mass that is formed in bound clusters only.
We should note that since we measured both Nmassive and N(SFR)massive for the same massive
stars, their number ratio is equivalent to the mass ratio. Our parameter, being derived from stars
more massive than 14 M, probes timescales shorter than 14 Myr, and is unlikely to measure
only the fraction of stellar mass in bound systems. Rather, it is measuring the fraction of stellar
mass that is included in all young clusters and associations. Still, because our derivation covers
the same restricted age-range for all the galaxies and regions considered, over the three orders of
magnitude-range of ΣSFR, it enables several considerations.
Both observations and models indicate that the fraction of star formation occurring in bound
stellar clusters changes as a function of ΣSFR. To probe whether Γ
? scales similarly as Γ, we plot in
Panel B) of Figure 4, Γ? as a function of ΣSFR. The plot includes the prediction by Kruijssen (2012,
yellow line), a modified version of the Kruijssen model that takes into account the change in the
slope of the relation between ΣSFR and Σgas (Johnson et al. 2016, magenta line), an observational
fit to the observed distributions in the Γ versus ΣSFR plane proposed by Goddard et al. (2010, cyan
line). Although there is scatter in the value of Gamma at different ΣSFR, we assume that these
models and fit identify the loci occupied by the formation efficiencies of bound cluster populations
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Fig. 4.— Panel A): Ratio between the number of stars above 14 M as counted from the LEGUS
data and the expected number of stars more massive than 14 M as derived from the measured
SFRs as a function of ΣSFR. Panel B): Fraction of stars that likely formed in clustered environments
as a function of ΣSFR. As in Figure 3 spiral galaxies are in orange and dwarf galaxies are blue.
Spiral galaxies that fit within the WFC3 FoV are marked with square symbols, while for spirals
significantly larger than the WFC3 FoV we used diamond symbols. NGC 1566, for which we have
only a lower limit is marked with a yellow pentagon. Circles represent dwarf galaxies that fit within
the WFC3 FoV, while larger dwarfs are indicated with triangles. The red stars in Panel B mark
the two targets (IC 4247 and UGCA 281) whose number of stars counted in the field exceeds the
number of stars expected from the SFR. Our data are compared to analytical predictions for the
values of Γ, derived assuming a constant (yellow line Kruijssen 2012), and variable gas surface
density (Johnson et al. 2016, magenta line), and to a fitted relation obtained from observational
Gamma values (cyan line Goddard et al. 2010).
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as a function of the ΣSFR of the host galaxies.
From the right panel of Figure 4, we can readily see that:
• The observed values of Γ? cover almost one order of magnitude at the low end of our range
of ΣSFR.
• Most of the data are above the predictions of all the bound-cluster curves, with ∼ 14% points
having Γ? > 80%. This suggests that in these regions most of the stars form in clustered
environments (either bound or unbound) and remain close to their siblings for at least the
first 10-15 Myr.
• For ΣSFR < 0.1, 50% of the points have Γ? below 50%.
• For intermediate values of ΣSFR, Γ? is close and even above the values predicted by Kruijssen
(2012), and Johnson et al. (2016).
• Although there is a large scatter, the Γ? values at ΣSFR < 0.01 are systematically higher
than the predictions from the models.
• Because Γ? includes the fraction of both bound and unbound systems, this may indicate that
the timescale required for association dissolution is longer than the usually-adopted 10 Myr
(Fall, Chandar, & Whitmore 2005).
The uncertainties in the assumption of a constant SFR over the past 100 Myr are likely to be
about a factor 3, which is smaller than the scatter in the Γ? values for ΣSFR . 0.1. Furthermore,
some of the data with the lowest Γ? values are regions within large galaxies, where we expect the star
formation history to have remained relatively constant. Thus, at the low end of the ΣSFR values,
the fraction of stars that are in clustered structures spans almost the full range of Γ? values, from
less than 20% to almost 100%. This scatter is unlikely to be due to spurious factors like distance–
dependency in our ability to resolve stars, since there is no dependency of Nmassive/N(SFR)massive
on distance (Figure 3 - Panel A)).
Conversely, at the high end of the ΣSFR range, we observe a decrease in the scatter of Γ
?.
Although low number statistics may have an effect on this trend, it is still informative that all
data are around or slightly above predictions from models. Furthermore, the scatter in Γ? for
ΣSFR & 0.1 is about a factor 30 lower than for ΣSFR . 0.1. This appears to indicate that high
ΣSFR galaxies, when they form clusters, retain a higher fraction of bound systems, thus the fraction
contributing to the field (i.e.,dissolving) is proportionally a smaller fraction of the total SFR.
Roughly, the models we report in the right panel of Figure 4 mark a lower boundary to the
values of Γ? we measure, suggesting that stars form preferentially in clustered environments and
remain confined within these compact (both bound and unbound) structures for the first ∼10-
15 Myr. This result implies that Γ (cluster formation efficiency of bound cluster) derived using
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ages below ∼10 Myr and cluster catalogues based on the compactness of systems, as for the LEGUS
survey, will always suffer of contamination of systems that are in reality unbound (e.g. Adamo et
al. 2017). Indeed, (Messa et al. 2018) reports that in M51 Γ estimated in the age range 1-10 Myr
is a factor of 3 higher than if estimated in the age range 10-100 Myr, i.e. well within the scatter




Table 3. Properties of the LEGUS galaxies. Galaxies for which the derived distance is uncertain have been marked with an
asterisk or a ˆ symbol. The galaxies used to evaluate the relation between Γ? and the ΣSFR are highlighted in boldface.
Name T-type M? M(Hi) SFR(UV) FUV R1/2 E(B-V)0 E(B-V) Z (m-M)0 Err (m-M)0 Dist Err Dist N14M
(M) (M) (M year−1) (arcsec) Mpc Mpc
ESO4486 2.0 7.2e8 2.8e8 0.0306 20.3 0.03 0.04 0.004 29.79 0.33 9.09 0.7 198
IC 4247 2.2 1.2e8 1.0e1 0.005 10.0 0.06 0.06 0.0008 28.54 0.32 5.11 0.4 146
IC 559ˆ 4.0 1.4e8 3.7e7 0.0061 11.0 0.02 0.04 0.004 30.00 0.37 10.0 0.9 68
NGC 1291n 0.1 1.5e11 2.3e9 0.2344 0.0 0.01 0.16 0.02 28.98 0.34 6.3 0.5 120
NGC 1313e 7.0 2.6e9 2.1e9 0.1607 91.4 0.08 0.12 0.008 28.11 0.32 4.2 0.34 794
NGC 1313w 7.0 2.6e9 2.1e9 0.2055 91.4 0.08 0.12 0.008 28.22 0.32 4.4 0.35 763
NGC 1433* 1.5 1.7e10 5.0e8 0.1856 74.0 0.01 0.03 0.02 29.78 0.49 9.1 1.0 187
NGC 1512c* 1.1 1.7e10 8.5e9 0.6327 0.0 0.01 0.02 0.02 30.33 0.40 11.7 1.1 468
NGC 1512sw1* 1.1 1.7e10 8.5e9 0.6463 0.0 0.01 0.03 0.02 30.38 0.45 11.9 1.3 130
NGC 1512sw2ˆ 1.6 4.8e8 6.5e7 0.0731 4.8 0.01 0.04 0.008 30.28 0.33 11.4 0.9 231
NGC 1566** 4.0 2.7e10 5.7e9 2.026 91.4 0.01 0.25 0.02 31.27 0.49 18.0 2.0 7323
NGC 1705 11.0 1.3e8 9.4e7 0.0706 4.5 0.01 0.03 0.008 28.59 0.32 5.22 0.38 195
NGC 2500ˆ 7.0 1.9e9 8.2e8 0.3161 49.0 0.03 0.3 0.004 30.18 0.46 10.9 1.2 2200
NGC 3274 6.6 1.1e8 5.5e8 0.0667 31.5 0.02 0.07 0.004 30.01 0.39 10.0 0.9 867
NGC 3344 4.0 5.0e9 2.3e9 0.2585 91.4 0.03 0.26 0.02 29.59 0.37 8.3 0.7 3188
NGC 3351* 3.1 2.1e10 1.3e9 0.9114 0.0 0.03 0.2 0.02 29.84 0.40 9.3 0.9 1475
NGC 3368ˆ 1.9 4.8e10 2.7e9 0.644 147.0 0.02 0.2 0.02 29.96 0.56 9.8 1.3 803
NGC 3627* 3.1 3.1e10 1.5e9 3.242 0.0 0.03 0.27 0.02 30.14 0.54 10.7 1.4 3443
NGC 3738 9.8 2.4e8 1.5e8 0.0374 16.5 0.01 0.08 0.004 28.53 0.32 5.09 0.40 197
NGC 4242 7.9 1.1e9 3.5e8 0.0642 75.0 0.04 0.05 0.02 28.61 0.24 5.3 0.3 41
NGC 4248 3.3 9.8e8 6.1e7 0.0114 29.0 0.02 0.25 0.02 29.17 0.32 6.82 0.51 98
NGC 4258n 4.0 2.9e10 7.3e9 1.357 0.0 0.02 0.2 0.008 29.17 0.34 6.83 0.54 2192
NGC 4258s 4.0 2.9e10 7.3e9 1.357 0.0 0.02 0.2 0.008 29.17 0.34 6.83 0.54 2896
NGC 4395n 8.9 6.0e8 1.8e9 0.2256 0.0 0.02 0.03 0.004 28.32 0.32 4.62 0.2 149
NGC 4395s 8.9 6.0e8 1.8e9 0.2154 0.0 0.02 0.04 0.004 28.22 0.32 4.41 0.33 402
NGC 4449 9.8 1.1e9 2.1e9 0.5502 49.5 0.02 0.14 0.004 28.02 0.32 4.01 0.30 2206
NGC 4485 9.5 3.7e8 4.0e8 0.1846 22.5 0.02 0.11 0.004 29.71 0.35 8.8 0.7 809
NGC 4490 7.0 1.9e9 2.7e9 1.119 55.0 0.02 0.25 0.004 29.06 0.35 6.5 0.5 10148
NGC 45 7.8 3.3e9 2.5e9 0.2263 154.5 0.02 0.04 0.004 29.16 0.36 6.8 0.5 201
NGC 4594ˆ 1.1 1.5e11 2.8e8 0.5502 0.0 0.01 0.22 0.02 29.99 0.47 9.9 1.1 36
NGC 4605 5.1 1.5e9 3.7e8 0.2634 39.0 0.01 0.28 0.004 28.72 0.34 5.56 0.44 3059
NGC 4656 9.9 4.0e8 2.2e9 0.443 173.0 0.01 0.07 0.004 29.48 0.37 7.9 0.7 1251
NGC 5194c* 4.0 2.4e10 2.3e9 0.5204 91.4 0.03 0.26 0.02 29.39 0.47 7.6 0.8 2590
NGC 5194ne 4.0 2.4e10 2.3e9 0.5907 91.4 0.03 0.29 0.02 29.29 0.33 7.2 0.6 3192
NGC 5194sw 4.0 2.4e10 2.3e9 0.4222 91.4 0.03 0.23 0.02 29.39 0.35 7.6 0.6 1961
NGC 5195* 2.2 2.3e10 1.7e9 0.2209 51.0 0.03 0.39 0.02 29.44 0.35 7.7 0.6 576
NGC 5238 8.0 1.4e8 2.9e7 0.062 15.0 0.01 0.03 0.0008 28.23 0.32 4.43 0.34 54
NGC 5253 11.0 2.2e8 1.0e8 0.2635 12.0 0.05 0.16 0.0008 27.60 0.32 3.32 0.25 1103
NGC 5457c 6.0 1.9e10 1.9e10 3.843 0.0 0.01 0.26 0.008 28.94 0.34 6.13 0.49 2246
NGC 5457nw1 6.0 1.9e10 1.9e10 4.513 0.0 0.01 0.16 0.008 29.29 0.33 7.2 0.5 562
NGC 5457nw2 6.0 1.9e10 1.9e10 4.213 0.0 0.01 0.16 0.004 29.14 0.32 6.7 0.5 257
NGC 5457nw3 6.0 1.9e10 1.9e10 4.213 0.0 0.01 0.16 0.0008 29.14 0.32 6.7 0.5 378
NGC 5457se 6.0 1.9e10 1.9e10 4.112 0.0 0.01 0.29 0.008 29.09 0.34 6.6 0.5 1636
NGC 5474 6.8 8.1e8 1.3e9 0.1638 85.5 0.01 0.23 0.004 29.08 0.32 6.6 0.5 1460
NGC 5477 8.8 4.0e7 1.3e8 0.0209 27.0 0.01 0.04 0.0008 29.13 0.32 6.7 0.5 278
NGC 5949 4.1 1.8e9 2.8e8 0.1475 22.5 0.02 0.26 0.02 29.81 0.34 9.2 0.7 955
NGC 628c* 5.2 9.2e9 9.2e9 0.3577 91.4 0.06 0.34 0.02 29.68 0.41 8.6 0.9 3833
NGC 628e 5.2 9.2e9 9.2e9 0.1483 91.4 0.06 0.24 0.008 29.73 0.34 8.8 0.7 1816
NGC 6503 5.8 1.9e9 1.3e9 0.1177 91.4 0.03 0.26 0.02 28.99 0.33 6.3 0.5 1528





Name T-type M? M(Hi) SFR(UV) FUV R1/2 E(B-V)0 E(B-V) Z (m-M)0 Err (m-M)0 Dist Err Dist N14M
(M) (M) (M year−1) (arcsec) Mpc Mpc
NGC 6744n 4.0 2.2e10 1.2e10 5.031 0.0 0.04 0.19 0.02 29.73 0.39 8.8 0.8 1092
NGC 7793e 7.4 3.2e9 7.8e8 0.0998 91.4 0.02 0.16 0.008 27.87 0.33 3.75 0.28 1208
NGC 7793w 7.4 3.2e9 7.8e8 0.0714 91.4 0.02 0.14 0.008 27.92 0.33 3.83 0.29 967
UGC 1249 8.9 5.5e8 9.9e8 0.0866 97.5 0.07 0.19 0.004 29.02 0.32 6.4 0.5 931
UGC 4305 9.9 2.3e8 7.3e8 0.0816 118.0 0.03 0.06 0.008 27.55 0.32 3.32 0.25 58
UGC 4459 9.9 6.8e6 6.8e7 0.0048 24.0 0.03 0.08 0.0008 27.99 0.32 3.96 0.30 38
UGC 5139 9.9 2.5e7 2.1e8 0.0125 90.0 0.04 0.07 0.0008 27.92 0.32 3.83 0.29 40
UGC 5340 9.7 1.0e7 2.4e8 0.028 45.0 0.02 0.06 0.0008 30.52 0.32 12.7 1.0 751
UGC 685 9.2 9.5e7 9.7e7 0.004 16.6 0.05 0.19 0.0008 28.20 0.32 4.37 0.34 36
UGC 695 6.0 1.8e8 1.1e8 0.0093 7.2 0.03 0.2 0.0008 29.45 0.32 7.8 0.6 75
UGC 7242 6.4 7.8e7 5.0e7 0.0046 23.0 0.02 0.03 0.004 28.77 0.33 5.67 0.43 27
UGC 7408 9.3 4.7e7 8.6e7 0.0066 25.0 0.01 0.04 0.0008 29.23 0.33 7.0 0.5 7
UGCA 281 10.0 1.9e7 8.3e7 0.0055 9.8 0.01 0.14 0.0008 28.58 0.32 5.19 0.39 119
– 26 –
6. Summary and Conclusions
LEGUS (GO-13364, PI Calzetti) is a multi-wavelength survey of 50 nearby star-forming galax-
ies. In this paper we presented the data reduction and the photometric analysis of the resolved
stellar populations, found in the galaxy fields. The stellar photometry was measured by PSF fitting
using the photometry package DOLPHOT by analyzing each filter independently.
As for all the HST Treasury programs, all the data collected by the LEGUS project were made
immediately available to the astronomical community. To increase the legacy value of the project,
ACS archival data in the filters B, V, and/or I have been aligned to the LEGUS data and can be
downloaded from the LEGUS webpage3. We are now releasing the astrophotometric catalogs for
the resolved stellar populations. Cluster catalogs for most of the LEGUS galaxies are also becoming
available (Adamo et al. 2017).
The NUV CMDs probe the stellar content of the LEGUS galaxies down to M . 5 − 10, M
(depending on the galaxy distance), with a look back times of several tens of Myr. At the optical
wavelengths the lookback time is larger than at least one billion years. The LEGUS galaxies cover
a broad range of metallicities, and SFRs, with the larger systems showing evidence for metallicity
and SFR gradients.
For most of the galaxies we were able to clearly identify the TRGB and derive an independent
estimate of their distance. We used the metallicity and reddening derived by comparing the CMDs
with PARSEC isochrones to estimate the number of stars more massive than M = 14 M in the
NUV CMDs.
By comparing the number of stars more massive that 14 M found in the field of the galaxies
with the expected number of massive stars inferred from the FUV SFR, we were able to estimate
the fraction of massive stars found in clustered environments (bound star clusters + unbound
stellar associations) at early ages (≤ 14 Myr). Our survey spans 3 orders of magnitude in SFR
density and shows that at early ages (≤ 10-15 Myr) the formation efficiency of compact (bound and
unbound) stellar systems ( Γ?) remains above the predicted cluster formation efficiency of bound
systems and does not depend on ΣSFR. We observe significantly more scatter in the Γ
? versus
ΣSFR for ΣSFR . 0.1 than for higher values. We suggest that the reduced scatter may be driven
by the increase of star formation happening in bound clusters for increasing ΣSFR. The lack of
relation between Γ? and ΣSFR suggests that the time scale for evaporation of unbound structures
is comparable or longer than 10 Myr, thus Γ estimated with cluster catalogues relying only on the
compactness of the systems will be overpredicted if limited to short age ranges (1-10 Myr), because
contaminated by compact unbound associations.
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Fig. 5.— NUV and optical CMDs for the galaxies UGC4459, UGC685, IC4247, UGCA281,
UGC7408, and NGC5238. Magnitudes marked as V∗ refer to the filter F606W, instead of F5555W.
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Fig. 6.— Same as Figure 5, but for the galaxies UGC5340, UGC695, UGC5139, NGC5477,
NGC5253, UGC4305. Magnitudes marked as V∗ refer to the filter F606W, instead of F5555W.
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Fig. 7.— Same as Figure 5, but for the galaxy NGC5457 (fields North West 3, 2, 1, Center and
South East), and the galaxy IC559.
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Fig. 8.— Same as Figure 5, but for the galaxies ESO486, NGC3274, NGC4395 (North and South),
NGC45, and NGC2500.
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Fig. 9.— Same as Figure 5, but for the galaxies NGC4656, NGC4449, UGC7242, NGC3738,
UGC1249, NGC4485. Magnitudes marked as V∗ refer to the filter F606W, instead of F5555W.
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Fig. 10.— Same as Figure 5, but for the galaxies NGC5474, NGC1705, NGC1510, NGC1313
(East and West) and NGC628 East. Magnitudes marked as V∗ refer to the filter F606W, instead
of F5555W.
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Fig. 11.— Same as Figure 5, but for the Western part of the galaxies NGC628 West, NGC4490,
NGC4248, NGC4242, NGC6503, NGC5949.
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Fig. 12.— Same as Figure 5, but for the galaxies NGC4605, NGC4594, NGC1291, NGC7793 (East
and West), and NGC3344.
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Fig. 13.— Same as Figure 5, but for the galaxies NGC3368, NGC4258 (North and South),
NGC6744 (North and Center) and NFC1433.
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Fig. 14.— Same as Figure 5, but for the galaxies NGC5195, NGC1512 (South West and Center),
NGC3351, NGC3627, and NGC1566.
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Fig. 15.— Same as Figure 5, but for the galaxy NGC5194.
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Table 4. Log of the Observations
Data Set Proposal ID Obs. Date Start Time R.A. Decl. Instrument Filter Exp. Time
(dd/mm/yy) (h:m:s) (2000.0) (2000.0) (s)
ESO 486-G021
icdm06cnq 13364 06/09/13 22:14:43 05d03m19.s6 −25◦25′22.′′6 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm06cpq 13364 06/09/13 22:30:05 05d03m19.s7 −25◦25′24.′′4 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm06ctq 13364 06/09/13 22:45:27 05d03m19.s4 −25◦25′23.′′3 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm06cyq 13364 06/09/13 23:53:39 05d03m19.s6 −25◦25′22.′′6 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm06d3q 13364 07/09/13 00:02:04 05d03m19.s7 −25◦25′24.′′4 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm06d5q 13364 07/09/13 00:10:29 05d03m19.s4 −25◦25′23.′′3 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm06d7q 13364 07/09/13 00:19:17 05d03m19.s6 −25◦25′22.′′6 WFC3 F438W 370
icdm06daq 13364 07/09/13 00:27:42 05d03m19.s4 −25◦25′23.′′3 WFC3 F438W 370
icdm06dgq 13364 07/09/13 01:34:57 05d03m19.s7 −25◦25′24.′′4 WFC3 F438W 216
icdm06djq 13364 07/09/13 01:52:19 05d03m19.s6 −25◦25′22.′′6 WFC3 F555W 378
icdm06dlq 13364 07/09/13 02:00:45 05d03m19.s7 −25◦25′24.′′4 WFC3 F555W 378
icdm06e7q 13364 07/09/13 03:16:15 05d03m19.s4 −25◦25′23.′′3 WFC3 F555W 378
icdm06e9q 13364 07/09/13 03:24:58 05d03m19.s4 −25◦25′23.′′3 WFC3 F814W 378
icdm06ebq 13364 07/09/13 03:33:24 05d03m19.s7 −25◦25′24.′′4 WFC3 F814W 378
icdm06edq 13364 07/09/13 03:41:50 05d03m19.s6 −25◦25′22.′′6 WFC3 F814W 224
IC 4247
icdm16aeq 13364 26/08/13 01:19:00 13d26m43.s4 −30◦21′40.′′8 WFC3 F275W 795
icdm16azq 13364 26/08/13 01:34:30 13d26m43.s6 −30◦21′41.′′8 WFC3 F275W 795
icdm16b1q 13364 26/08/13 01:50:00 13d26m43.s5 −30◦21′39.′′0 WFC3 F275W 795
icdm16b3q 13364 26/08/13 02:51:03 13d26m43.s4 −30◦21′40.′′8 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm16b5q 13364 26/08/13 02:59:28 13d26m43.s5 −30◦21′39.′′0 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm16b7q 13364 26/08/13 03:07:53 13d26m43.s6 −30◦21′41.′′8 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm16b9q 13364 26/08/13 03:16:41 13d26m43.s4 −30◦21′40.′′8 WFC3 F438W 370
icdm16bbq 13364 26/08/13 03:25:06 13d26m43.s5 −30◦21′39.′′0 WFC3 F438W 370
icdm16bgq 13364 26/08/13 03:33:31 13d26m43.s6 −30◦21′41.′′8 WFC3 F438W 216
j8xz08pqq 10235 30/06/05 10:42:57 13d26m44.s3 −30◦21′45.′′0 ACS F606W 600
j8xz08prq 10235 30/06/05 11:42:50 13d26m44.s3 −30◦21′45.′′0 ACS F606W 600
j8xz08ptq 10235 30/06/05 11:56:01 13d26m44.s3 −30◦21′45.′′0 ACS F814W 450
j8xz08pvq 10235 30/06/05 12:05:47 13d26m44.s3 −30◦21′45.′′0 ACS F814W 450
IC 559
icdm21oaq 13364 17/12/13 20:28:25 09d44m43.s8 +09◦36′53.′′9 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm21ocq 13364 17/12/13 20:43:47 09d44m43.s9 +09◦36′52.′′1 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm21ogq 13364 17/12/13 20:59:09 09d44m43.s7 +09◦36′53.′′6 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm21olq 13364 17/12/13 22:02:59 09d44m43.s8 +09◦36′53.′′9 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm21onq 13364 17/12/13 22:11:24 09d44m43.s9 +09◦36′52.′′1 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm21opq 13364 17/12/13 22:19:49 09d44m43.s7 +09◦36′53.′′6 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm21orq 13364 17/12/13 22:28:37 09d44m43.s8 +09◦36′53.′′9 WFC3 F438W 370
icdm21otq 13364 17/12/13 22:37:02 09d44m43.s7 +09◦36′53.′′6 WFC3 F438W 370
– 44 –
Table 4—Continued
Data Set Proposal ID Obs. Date Start Time R.A. Decl. Instrument Filter Exp. Time
(dd/mm/yy) (h:m:s) (2000.0) (2000.0) (s)
icdm21ovq 13364 17/12/13 23:44:32 09d44m43.s9 +09◦36′52.′′1 WFC3 F438W 216
icdm21p1q 13364 18/12/13 00:01:54 09d44m43.s8 +09◦36′53.′′9 WFC3 F555W 378
icdm21p3q 13364 18/12/13 00:10:20 09d44m43.s9 +09◦36′52.′′1 WFC3 F555W 378
icdm21paq 13364 18/12/13 01:24:59 09d44m43.s7 +09◦36′53.′′6 WFC3 F555W 378
icdm21pcq 13364 18/12/13 01:33:42 09d44m43.s7 +09◦36′53.′′6 WFC3 F814W 378
icdm21peq 13364 18/12/13 01:42:08 09d44m43.s9 +09◦36′52.′′1 WFC3 F814W 378
icdm21pgq 13364 18/12/13 01:50:34 09d44m43.s8 +09◦36′53.′′9 WFC3 F814W 224
NGC 1291North
icdm87wlq 13364 05/09/13 20:32:30 03d17m17.s5 −41◦03′52.′′1 WFC3 F275W 827
icdm87wpq 13364 05/09/13 20:48:32 03d17m17.s5 −41◦03′54.′′0 WFC3 F275W 827
icdm87wtq 13364 05/09/13 21:04:34 03d17m17.s2 −41◦03′52.′′4 WFC3 F275W 827
icdm87waq 13364 05/09/13 19:02:00 03d17m17.s5 −41◦03′52.′′1 WFC3 F336W 787
icdm87wdq 13364 05/09/13 19:17:22 03d17m17.s2 −41◦03′52.′′4 WFC3 F336W 787
icdm87whq 13364 05/09/13 19:32:44 03d17m17.s5 −41◦03′54.′′0 WFC3 F336W 787
j96r01aeq 10402 07/04/05 15:17:33 03d17m17.s3 −41◦04′35.′′7 ACS F435W 600
j96r01afq 10402 07/04/05 15:29:49 03d17m17.s3 −41◦04′35.′′7 ACS F435W 600
j96r01ahq 10402 07/04/05 15:42:53 03d17m17.s3 −41◦04′35.′′7 ACS F555W 500
j96r01ajq 10402 07/04/05 15:53:29 03d17m17.s3 −41◦04′35.′′7 ACS F555W 500
j96r01apq 10402 07/04/05 17:20:02 03d17m17.s3 −41◦04′35.′′7 ACS F814W 450
j96r01arq 10402 07/04/05 17:29:48 03d17m17.s3 −41◦04′35.′′7 ACS F814W 450
NGC 1313East
icdm98tpq 13364 16/02/14 13:10:25 03d18m29.s9 −66◦28′40.′′4 WFC3 F336W 803
icdm98trq 13364 16/02/14 13:26:03 03d18m30.s4 −66◦28′40.′′2 WFC3 F336W 803
icdm98tvq 13364 16/02/14 14:44:16 03d18m29.s9 −66◦28′38.′′6 WFC3 F336W 803
icdm98tzq 13364 16/02/14 15:00:17 03d18m29.s9 −66◦28′40.′′4 WFC3 F275W 843
icdm98u3q 13364 16/02/14 16:25:28 03d18m29.s9 −66◦28′38.′′6 WFC3 F275W 843
icdm98u7q 13364 16/02/14 18:06:30 03d18m30.s4 −66◦28′40.′′2 WFC3 F275W 843
j8ol01d0q 9796 17/11/03 05:52:14 03d18m19.s9 −66◦29′10.′′9 ACS F814W 580
j8ol01d3q 9796 17/11/03 06:04:50 03d18m19.s9 −66◦29′10.′′9 ACS F555W 580
j8ol01d8q 9796 17/11/03 07:04:51 03d18m19.s9 −66◦29′11.′′3 ACS F814W 580
j8ol01dfq 9796 17/11/03 07:17:27 03d18m19.s9 −66◦29′11.′′3 ACS F555W 580
j8ol01dkq 9796 17/11/03 07:30:30 03d18m19.s9 −66◦29′10.′′9 ACS F435W 630
j8ol01dpq 9796 17/11/03 07:43:36 03d18m20.s0 −66◦29′11.′′0 ACS F435W 630
j8ol01dvq 9796 17/11/03 08:40:08 03d18m20.s0 −66◦29′11.′′2 ACS F435W 630
j8ol01e0q 9796 17/11/03 08:53:14 03d18m19.s9 −66◦29′11.′′1 ACS F435W 630
j8ol05d4q 9796 22/02/04 02:38:19 03d18m19.s9 −66◦29′10.′′9 ACS F555W 600
j8ol05d7q 9796 22/02/04 02:50:55 03d18m19.s9 −66◦29′11.′′2 ACS F555W 600
j8ol05diq 9796 22/02/04 04:05:26 03d18m19.s9 −66◦29′11.′′0 ACS F555W 600
j8ol05dlq 9796 22/02/04 04:18:02 03d18m19.s9 −66◦29′10.′′8 ACS F555W 600
j8ph05dzq 9774 17/07/04 00:50:56 03d18m24.s8 −66◦28′23.′′2 ACS F435W 340
j8ph05e1q 9774 17/07/04 00:59:12 03d18m24.s9 −66◦28′23.′′1 ACS F435W 340
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j8ph05e3q 9774 17/07/04 01:08:16 03d18m24.s8 −66◦28′23.′′2 ACS F555W 340
j8ph05e5q 9774 17/07/04 01:16:32 03d18m24.s9 −66◦28′23.′′1 ACS F555W 340
j8ph05e7q 9774 17/07/04 01:42:19 03d18m24.s8 −66◦28′23.′′2 ACS F814W 338
j8ph05e9q 9774 17/07/04 01:50:33 03d18m24.s9 −66◦28′23.′′1 ACS F814W 338
j8yy06kkq 10210 30/10/04 06:57:00 03d18m05.s3 −66◦27′52.′′9 ACS F814W 691
j8yy06klq 10210 30/10/04 07:10:47 03d18m05.s3 −66◦27′52.′′9 ACS F814W 691
NGC 1313West
icdm85r7q 13364 19/02/14 09:17:11 03d18m09.s6 −66◦30′03.′′4 WFC3 F275W 843
icdm85rbq 13364 19/02/14 09:33:29 03d18m09.s5 −66◦30′01.′′5 WFC3 F275W 843
icdm85rfq 13364 19/02/14 09:49:47 03d18m10.s0 −66◦30′03.′′2 WFC3 F275W 843
icdm85qcq 13364 19/02/14 07:50:08 03d18m09.s6 −66◦30′03.′′4 WFC3 F336W 803
icdm85qfq 13364 19/02/14 08:05:46 03d18m10.s0 −66◦30′03.′′2 WFC3 F336W 803
icdm85qjq 13364 19/02/14 08:21:24 03d18m09.s5 −66◦30′01.′′5 WFC3 F336W 803
j8ol01dkq 9796 17/11/03 07:30:30 03d18m19.s9 −66◦29′10.′′9 ACS F435W 630
j8ol01dpq 9796 17/11/03 07:43:36 03d18m20.s0 −66◦29′11.′′0 ACS F435W 630
j8ol01dvq 9796 17/11/03 08:40:08 03d18m20.s0 −66◦29′11.′′2 ACS F435W 630
j8ol01e0q 9796 17/11/03 08:53:14 03d18m19.s9 −66◦29′11.′′1 ACS F435W 630
j8ph05dzq 9774 17/07/04 00:50:56 03d18m24.s8 −66◦28′23.′′2 ACS F435W 340
j8ph05e1q 9774 17/07/04 00:59:12 03d18m24.s9 −66◦28′23.′′1 ACS F435W 340
j8ph07l9q 9774 18/12/04 20:25:49 03d18m16.s9 −66◦31′50.′′0 ACS F435W 340
j8ph07laq 9774 18/12/04 21:02:15 03d18m17.s0 −66◦31′50.′′1 ACS F435W 340
j8ol01d3q 9796 17/11/03 06:04:50 03d18m19.s9 −66◦29′10.′′9 ACS F555W 580
j8ol01dfq 9796 17/11/03 07:17:27 03d18m19.s9 −66◦29′11.′′3 ACS F555W 580
j8ol05d4q 9796 22/02/04 02:38:19 03d18m19.s9 −66◦29′10.′′9 ACS F555W 600
j8ol05d7q 9796 22/02/04 02:50:55 03d18m19.s9 −66◦29′11.′′2 ACS F555W 600
j8ol05diq 9796 22/02/04 04:05:26 03d18m19.s9 −66◦29′11.′′0 ACS F555W 600
j8ol05dlq 9796 22/02/04 04:18:02 03d18m19.s9 −66◦29′10.′′8 ACS F555W 600
j8ph05e3q 9774 17/07/04 01:08:16 03d18m24.s8 −66◦28′23.′′2 ACS F555W 340
j8ph05e5q 9774 17/07/04 01:16:32 03d18m24.s9 −66◦28′23.′′1 ACS F555W 340
j8ph07lcq 9774 18/12/04 21:11:19 03d18m16.s9 −66◦31′50.′′0 ACS F555W 340
j8ph07leq 9774 18/12/04 21:37:21 03d18m17.s0 −66◦31′50.′′1 ACS F555W 340
j8ol01d0q 9796 17/11/03 05:52:14 03d18m19.s9 −66◦29′10.′′9 ACS F814W 580
j8ol01d8q 9796 17/11/03 07:04:51 03d18m19.s9 −66◦29′11.′′3 ACS F814W 580
j8ph05e7q 9774 17/07/04 01:42:19 03d18m24.s8 −66◦28′23.′′2 ACS F814W 338
j8ph05e9q 9774 17/07/04 01:50:33 03d18m24.s9 −66◦28′23.′′1 ACS F814W 338
j8ph07lgq 9774 18/12/04 21:46:16 03d18m16.s9 −66◦31′50.′′0 ACS F814W 338
j8ph07liq 9774 18/12/04 21:54:30 03d18m17.s0 −66◦31′50.′′1 ACS F814W 338
j8yy06kkq 10210 30/10/04 06:57:00 03d18m05.s3 −66◦27′52.′′9 ACS F814W 691
j8yy06klq 10210 30/10/04 07:10:47 03d18m05.s3 −66◦27′52.′′9 ACS F814W 691
NGC 1433
icdm10gmq 13364 10/09/13 07:23:57 03d42m03.s2 −47◦13′16.′′6 WFC3 F275W 792
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icdm10goq 13364 10/09/13 07:56:19 03d42m03.s2 −47◦13′18.′′4 WFC3 F275W 792
icdm10gsq 13364 10/09/13 08:55:44 03d42m02.s9 −47◦13′17.′′3 WFC3 F275W 792
icdm10gxq 13364 10/09/13 09:30:40 03d42m03.s2 −47◦13′16.′′6 WFC3 F336W 372
icdm10gzq 13364 10/09/13 09:39:07 03d42m03.s2 −47◦13′18.′′4 WFC3 F336W 372
icdm10h1q 13364 10/09/13 10:31:18 03d42m02.s9 −47◦13′17.′′3 WFC3 F336W 372
icdm10h3q 13364 10/09/13 10:40:08 03d42m03.s2 −47◦13′16.′′6 WFC3 F438W 372
icdm10h5q 13364 10/09/13 10:48:35 03d42m02.s9 −47◦13′17.′′3 WFC3 F438W 372
icdm10h7q 13364 10/09/13 10:57:02 03d42m03.s2 −47◦13′18.′′4 WFC3 F438W 218
icdm10haq 13364 10/09/13 11:14:26 03d42m03.s2 −47◦13′16.′′6 WFC3 F555W 380
icdm10hcq 13364 10/09/13 12:06:56 03d42m03.s2 −47◦13′18.′′4 WFC3 F555W 380
icdm10heq 13364 10/09/13 12:15:24 03d42m02.s9 −47◦13′17.′′3 WFC3 F555W 380
icdm10hgq 13364 10/09/13 12:24:09 03d42m02.s9 −47◦13′17.′′3 WFC3 F814W 380
icdm10hiq 13364 10/09/13 12:32:37 03d42m03.s2 −47◦13′18.′′4 WFC3 F814W 380
icdm10hkq 13364 10/09/13 12:41:05 03d42m03.s2 −47◦13′16.′′6 WFC3 F814W 226
NGC 1510
icdm0bncq 13364 11/09/13 20:07:47 04d03m34.s0 −43◦23′42.′′2 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm0bneq 13364 11/09/13 20:23:09 04d03m34.s0 −43◦23′44.′′8 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm0bniq 13364 11/09/13 20:38:31 04d03m33.s9 −43◦23′41.′′8 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm0bnnq 13364 11/09/13 21:46:30 04d03m34.s0 −43◦23′42.′′2 WFC3 F336W 369
icdm0bnpq 13364 11/09/13 21:54:54 04d03m34.s0 −43◦23′44.′′8 WFC3 F336W 369
icdm0bnrq 13364 11/09/13 22:03:18 04d03m33.s9 −43◦23′41.′′8 WFC3 F336W 369
icdm0bntq 13364 11/09/13 22:12:05 04d03m34.s0 −43◦23′42.′′2 WFC3 F438W 369
icdm0bnvq 13364 11/09/13 22:20:29 04d03m33.s9 −43◦23′41.′′8 WFC3 F438W 369
icdm0bnxq 13364 11/09/13 23:27:46 04d03m34.s0 −43◦23′44.′′8 WFC3 F438W 215
icdm0bo0q 13364 11/09/13 23:45:07 04d03m34.s0 −43◦23′42.′′2 WFC3 F555W 377
icdm0bo2q 13364 11/09/13 23:53:32 04d03m34.s0 −43◦23′44.′′8 WFC3 F555W 377
icdm0bodq 13364 12/09/13 01:08:56 04d03m33.s9 −43◦23′41.′′8 WFC3 F555W 377
icdm0bogq 13364 12/09/13 01:17:38 04d03m33.s9 −43◦23′41.′′8 WFC3 F814W 377
icdm0boiq 13364 12/09/13 01:26:03 04d03m34.s0 −43◦23′44.′′8 WFC3 F814W 377
icdm0bomq 13364 12/09/13 01:34:28 04d03m34.s0 −43◦23′42.′′2 WFC3 F814W 223
NGC 1512Center
icdm69ivq 13364 10/09/13 20:12:59 04d03m55.s6 −43◦20′43.′′7 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm69ixq 13364 10/09/13 20:28:21 04d03m55.s5 −43◦20′46.′′3 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm69j1q 13364 10/09/13 20:43:43 04d03m55.s4 −43◦20′43.′′3 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm69j6q 13364 10/09/13 21:51:37 04d03m55.s6 −43◦20′43.′′7 WFC3 F336W 369
icdm69j8q 13364 10/09/13 22:00:01 04d03m55.s5 −43◦20′46.′′3 WFC3 F336W 369
icdm69jaq 13364 10/09/13 22:08:25 04d03m55.s4 −43◦20′43.′′3 WFC3 F336W 369
icdm69jcq 13364 10/09/13 22:17:12 04d03m55.s6 −43◦20′43.′′7 WFC3 F438W 369
icdm69jeq 13364 10/09/13 22:25:36 04d03m55.s4 −43◦20′43.′′3 WFC3 F438W 369
icdm69jgq 13364 10/09/13 23:32:55 04d03m55.s5 −43◦20′46.′′3 WFC3 F438W 215
icdm69jjq 13364 10/09/13 23:50:16 04d03m55.s6 −43◦20′43.′′7 WFC3 F555W 377
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icdm69jlq 13364 10/09/13 23:58:41 04d03m55.s5 −43◦20′46.′′3 WFC3 F555W 377
icdm69juq 13364 11/09/13 01:14:15 04d03m55.s4 −43◦20′43.′′3 WFC3 F555W 377
icdm69jwq 13364 11/09/13 01:22:57 04d03m55.s4 −43◦20′43.′′3 WFC3 F814W 377
icdm69jyq 13364 11/09/13 01:31:22 04d03m55.s5 −43◦20′46.′′3 WFC3 F814W 377
icdm69k1q 13364 11/09/13 01:39:47 04d03m55.s6 −43◦20′43.′′7 WFC3 F814W 223
NGC 1512SouthWest1
icdm0adoq 13364 02/09/13 11:27:54 04d03m44.s8 −43◦22′13.′′0 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm0adqq 13364 02/09/13 12:51:48 04d03m44.s7 −43◦22′15.′′6 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm0aduq 13364 02/09/13 13:07:10 04d03m44.s6 −43◦22′12.′′6 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm0adzq 13364 02/09/13 14:27:23 04d03m44.s8 −43◦22′13.′′0 WFC3 F336W 369
icdm0ae1q 13364 02/09/13 14:35:47 04d03m44.s7 −43◦22′15.′′6 WFC3 F336W 369
icdm0ae3q 13364 02/09/13 14:44:11 04d03m44.s6 −43◦22′12.′′6 WFC3 F336W 369
icdm0ae5q 13364 02/09/13 14:52:58 04d03m44.s8 −43◦22′13.′′0 WFC3 F438W 369
icdm0ae7q 13364 02/09/13 15:01:22 04d03m44.s6 −43◦22′12.′′6 WFC3 F438W 369
icdm0ae9q 13364 02/09/13 15:09:46 04d03m44.s7 −43◦22′15.′′6 WFC3 F438W 215
icdm0aecq 13364 02/09/13 16:03:02 04d03m44.s8 −43◦22′13.′′0 WFC3 F555W 377
icdm0aeeq 13364 02/09/13 16:11:27 04d03m44.s7 −43◦22′15.′′6 WFC3 F555W 377
icdm0aegq 13364 02/09/13 16:19:52 04d03m44.s6 −43◦22′12.′′6 WFC3 F555W 377
icdm0aeiq 13364 02/09/13 16:28:34 04d03m44.s6 −43◦22′12.′′6 WFC3 F814W 377
icdm0aekq 13364 02/09/13 16:36:59 04d03m44.s7 −43◦22′15.′′6 WFC3 F814W 377
icdm0aemq 13364 02/09/13 16:45:24 04d03m44.s8 −43◦22′13.′′0 WFC3 F814W 223
NGC 1512SouthWest2
icdm0bncq 13364 11/09/13 20:07:47 04d03m34.s0 −43◦23′42.′′2 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm0bneq 13364 11/09/13 20:23:09 04d03m34.s0 −43◦23′44.′′8 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm0bniq 13364 11/09/13 20:38:31 04d03m33.s9 −43◦23′41.′′8 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm0bnnq 13364 11/09/13 21:46:30 04d03m34.s0 −43◦23′42.′′2 WFC3 F336W 369
icdm0bnpq 13364 11/09/13 21:54:54 04d03m34.s0 −43◦23′44.′′8 WFC3 F336W 369
icdm0bnrq 13364 11/09/13 22:03:18 04d03m33.s9 −43◦23′41.′′8 WFC3 F336W 369
icdm0bntq 13364 11/09/13 22:12:05 04d03m34.s0 −43◦23′42.′′2 WFC3 F438W 369
icdm0bnvq 13364 11/09/13 22:20:29 04d03m33.s9 −43◦23′41.′′8 WFC3 F438W 369
icdm0bnxq 13364 11/09/13 23:27:46 04d03m34.s0 −43◦23′44.′′8 WFC3 F438W 215
icdm0bo0q 13364 11/09/13 23:45:07 04d03m34.s0 −43◦23′42.′′2 WFC3 F555W 377
icdm0bo2q 13364 11/09/13 23:53:32 04d03m34.s0 −43◦23′44.′′8 WFC3 F555W 377
icdm0bodq 13364 12/09/13 01:08:56 04d03m33.s9 −43◦23′41.′′8 WFC3 F555W 377
icdm0bogq 13364 12/09/13 01:17:38 04d03m33.s9 −43◦23′41.′′8 WFC3 F814W 377
icdm0boiq 13364 12/09/13 01:26:03 04d03m34.s0 −43◦23′44.′′8 WFC3 F814W 377
icdm0bomq 13364 12/09/13 01:34:28 04d03m34.s0 −43◦23′42.′′2 WFC3 F814W 223
NGC 1566
icdm17kcq 13364 03/09/13 16:02:52 04d20m00.s5 −54◦56′13.′′7 WFC3 F275W 794
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icdm17keq 13364 03/09/13 16:18:22 04d20m00.s5 −54◦56′15.′′6 WFC3 F275W 794
icdm17kiq 13364 03/09/13 16:33:51 04d20m00.s2 −54◦56′14.′′2 WFC3 F275W 794
icdm17knq 13364 03/09/13 17:32:36 04d20m00.s5 −54◦56′13.′′7 WFC3 F336W 373
icdm17kpq 13364 03/09/13 17:41:04 04d20m00.s5 −54◦56′15.′′6 WFC3 F336W 373
icdm17krq 13364 03/09/13 17:49:32 04d20m00.s2 −54◦56′14.′′2 WFC3 F336W 373
icdm17ktq 13364 03/09/13 17:58:23 04d20m00.s5 −54◦56′13.′′7 WFC3 F438W 373
icdm17kvq 13364 03/09/13 18:06:51 04d20m00.s2 −54◦56′14.′′2 WFC3 F438W 373
icdm17kxq 13364 03/09/13 18:15:19 04d20m00.s5 −54◦56′15.′′6 WFC3 F438W 219
icdm17l0q 13364 03/09/13 19:08:14 04d20m00.s5 −54◦56′13.′′7 WFC3 F555W 381
icdm17l2q 13364 03/09/13 19:16:43 04d20m00.s5 −54◦56′15.′′6 WFC3 F555W 381
icdm17l4q 13364 03/09/13 19:25:12 04d20m00.s2 −54◦56′14.′′2 WFC3 F555W 381
icdm17l6q 13364 03/09/13 19:33:58 04d20m00.s2 −54◦56′14.′′2 WFC3 F814W 381
icdm17l8q 13364 03/09/13 19:42:27 04d20m00.s5 −54◦56′15.′′6 WFC3 F814W 381
icdm17laq 13364 03/09/13 19:50:56 04d20m00.s5 −54◦56′13.′′7 WFC3 F814W 227
NGC 1705
icdm57qqq 13364 04/09/13 12:47:45 04d54m13.s7 −53◦21′40.′′9 WFC3 F275W 794
icdm57qsq 13364 04/09/13 13:03:15 04d54m13.s7 −53◦21′42.′′7 WFC3 F275W 794
icdm57qwq 13364 04/09/13 13:18:44 04d54m13.s4 −53◦21′41.′′6 WFC3 F275W 794
icdm57r1q 13364 04/09/13 14:17:22 04d54m13.s7 −53◦21′40.′′9 WFC3 F336W 373
icdm57r3q 13364 04/09/13 14:25:50 04d54m13.s7 −53◦21′42.′′7 WFC3 F336W 373
icdm57r5q 13364 04/09/13 14:34:18 04d54m13.s4 −53◦21′41.′′6 WFC3 F336W 373
icdm57r7q 13364 04/09/13 14:43:09 04d54m13.s7 −53◦21′40.′′9 WFC3 F438W 373
icdm57r9q 13364 04/09/13 14:51:37 04d54m13.s4 −53◦21′41.′′6 WFC3 F438W 373
icdm57rbq 13364 04/09/13 15:00:05 04d54m13.s7 −53◦21′42.′′7 WFC3 F438W 219
icdm57req 13364 04/09/13 15:53:00 04d54m13.s7 −53◦21′40.′′9 WFC3 F555W 381
icdm57rgq 13364 04/09/13 16:01:29 04d54m13.s7 −53◦21′42.′′7 WFC3 F555W 381
icdm57riq 13364 04/09/13 16:09:58 04d54m13.s4 −53◦21′41.′′6 WFC3 F555W 381
icdm57rkq 13364 04/09/13 16:18:44 04d54m13.s4 −53◦21′41.′′6 WFC3 F814W 381
icdm57rmq 13364 04/09/13 16:27:13 04d54m13.s7 −53◦21′42.′′7 WFC3 F814W 381
icdm57roq 13364 04/09/13 16:35:42 04d54m13.s7 −53◦21′40.′′9 WFC3 F814W 227
NGC 2500
icdm38rhq 13364 28/08/13 23:24:02 08d01m53.s0 +50◦44′21.′′2 WFC3 F275W 794
icdm38rjq 13364 28/08/13 23:39:32 08d01m52.s9 +50◦44′19.′′6 WFC3 F275W 794
icdm38rnq 13364 28/08/13 23:55:01 08d01m52.s8 +50◦44′22.′′6 WFC3 F275W 794
icdm38s3q 13364 29/08/13 00:53:41 08d01m53.s0 +50◦44′21.′′2 WFC3 F336W 373
icdm38s6q 13364 29/08/13 01:02:09 08d01m52.s9 +50◦44′19.′′6 WFC3 F336W 373
icdm38s9q 13364 29/08/13 01:10:37 08d01m52.s9 +50◦44′22.′′7 WFC3 F336W 373
icdm38sbq 13364 29/08/13 01:19:28 08d01m53.s0 +50◦44′21.′′2 WFC3 F438W 373
icdm38sdq 13364 29/08/13 01:27:56 08d01m52.s9 +50◦44′22.′′7 WFC3 F438W 373
icdm38sgq 13364 29/08/13 01:36:24 08d01m52.s8 +50◦44′19.′′6 WFC3 F438W 219
icdm38t6q 13364 29/08/13 02:29:22 08d01m53.s0 +50◦44′21.′′2 WFC3 F555W 381
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icdm38t9q 13364 29/08/13 02:37:51 08d01m52.s9 +50◦44′19.′′6 WFC3 F555W 381
icdm38tbq 13364 29/08/13 02:46:20 08d01m52.s9 +50◦44′22.′′7 WFC3 F555W 381
icdm38tdq 13364 29/08/13 02:55:06 08d01m52.s8 +50◦44′22.′′6 WFC3 F814W 381
icdm38tfq 13364 29/08/13 03:03:35 08d01m52.s9 +50◦44′19.′′6 WFC3 F814W 381
icdm38thq 13364 29/08/13 03:12:04 08d01m53.s0 +50◦44′21.′′2 WFC3 F814W 227
NGC 3274
icdm39v0q 13364 05/02/14 21:06:46 10d32m17.s2 +27◦40′13.′′9 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm39v2q 13364 05/02/14 21:22:08 10d32m17.s4 +27◦40′13.′′2 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm39v6q 13364 05/02/14 22:34:30 10d32m17.s2 +27◦40′11.′′4 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm39vbq 13364 05/02/14 22:56:02 10d32m17.s2 +27◦40′13.′′9 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm39vdq 13364 05/02/14 23:04:27 10d32m17.s4 +27◦40′13.′′2 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm39viq 13364 06/02/14 00:14:58 10d32m17.s2 +27◦40′11.′′4 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm39vkq 13364 06/02/14 00:23:46 10d32m17.s2 +27◦40′13.′′9 WFC3 F438W 370
icdm39vmq 13364 06/02/14 00:32:11 10d32m17.s2 +27◦40′11.′′4 WFC3 F438W 370
icdm39vpq 13364 06/02/14 00:40:36 10d32m17.s4 +27◦40′13.′′2 WFC3 F438W 216
icdm39wjq 13364 06/02/14 01:54:47 10d32m17.s2 +27◦40′13.′′9 WFC3 F555W 378
icdm39wlq 13364 06/02/14 02:03:13 10d32m17.s4 +27◦40′13.′′2 WFC3 F555W 378
icdm39wnq 13364 06/02/14 02:11:39 10d32m17.s2 +27◦40′11.′′4 WFC3 F555W 378
icdm39wqq 13364 06/02/14 03:33:38 10d32m17.s2 +27◦40′11.′′4 WFC3 F814W 378
icdm39wsq 13364 06/02/14 03:42:04 10d32m17.s4 +27◦40′13.′′2 WFC3 F814W 378
icdm39wuq 13364 06/02/14 03:50:30 10d32m17.s2 +27◦40′13.′′9 WFC3 F814W 224
NGC 3344
icdm22owq 13364 02/03/14 18:27:51 10d43m30.s7 +24◦55′06.′′4 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm22oyq 13364 02/03/14 18:43:13 10d43m30.s8 +24◦55′07.′′5 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm22p2q 13364 02/03/14 18:58:35 10d43m30.s8 +24◦55′04.′′2 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm22p7q 13364 02/03/14 19:59:30 10d43m30.s7 +24◦55′06.′′4 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm22p9q 13364 02/03/14 20:07:55 10d43m30.s8 +24◦55′07.′′5 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm22pbq 13364 02/03/14 20:16:20 10d43m30.s8 +24◦55′04.′′2 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm22pdq 13364 02/03/14 20:25:08 10d43m30.s7 +24◦55′06.′′4 WFC3 F438W 370
icdm22pfq 13364 02/03/14 20:33:33 10d43m30.s8 +24◦55′04.′′2 WFC3 F438W 370
icdm22phq 13364 02/03/14 20:41:58 10d43m30.s8 +24◦55′07.′′5 WFC3 F438W 216
icdm22pkq 13364 02/03/14 21:35:06 10d43m30.s7 +24◦55′06.′′4 WFC3 F555W 378
icdm22pmq 13364 02/03/14 21:43:32 10d43m30.s8 +24◦55′07.′′5 WFC3 F555W 378
icdm22poq 13364 02/03/14 21:51:58 10d43m30.s8 +24◦55′04.′′2 WFC3 F555W 378
icdm22pqq 13364 02/03/14 22:00:41 10d43m30.s8 +24◦55′04.′′2 WFC3 F814W 378
icdm22psq 13364 02/03/14 22:09:07 10d43m30.s8 +24◦55′07.′′5 WFC3 F814W 378
icdm22puq 13364 02/03/14 22:17:33 10d43m30.s7 +24◦55′06.′′4 WFC3 F814W 224
NGC 3351
icdm14q1q 13364 23/04/14 03:47:31 10d43m54.s9 +11◦41′24.′′8 WFC3 F275W 787
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icdm14q3q 13364 23/04/14 04:02:53 10d43m54.s9 +11◦41′26.′′6 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm14q7q 13364 23/04/14 05:20:43 10d43m55.s0 +11◦41′24.′′0 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm14qcq 13364 23/04/14 05:42:15 10d43m54.s9 +11◦41′24.′′8 WFC3 F336W 354
icdm14qeq 13364 23/04/14 05:50:24 10d43m54.s9 +11◦41′26.′′6 WFC3 F336W 354
icdm14qgq 13364 23/04/14 06:56:15 10d43m55.s0 +11◦41′24.′′0 WFC3 F336W 354
icdm14qiq 13364 23/04/14 07:04:47 10d43m54.s9 +11◦41′24.′′8 WFC3 F438W 354
icdm14qkq 13364 23/04/14 07:12:56 10d43m55.s0 +11◦41′24.′′0 WFC3 F438W 354
icdm14qmq 13364 23/04/14 07:21:05 10d43m54.s9 +11◦41′26.′′6 WFC3 F438W 200
icdm14qpq 13364 23/04/14 08:31:50 10d43m54.s9 +11◦41′24.′′8 WFC3 F555W 354
icdm14qrq 13364 23/04/14 08:39:52 10d43m54.s9 +11◦41′26.′′6 WFC3 F555W 354
icdm14qtq 13364 23/04/14 08:47:54 10d43m55.s0 +11◦41′24.′′0 WFC3 F555W 354
icdm14qvq 13364 23/04/14 08:56:13 10d43m55.s0 +11◦41′24.′′0 WFC3 F814W 354
icdm14qxq 13364 23/04/14 09:04:15 10d43m54.s9 +11◦41′26.′′6 WFC3 F814W 354
icdm14qzq 13364 23/04/14 09:12:17 10d43m54.s9 +11◦41′24.′′8 WFC3 F814W 200
NGC 3368
icdm07nzq 13364 05/04/14 17:04:17 10d46m45.s7 +11◦49′11.′′8 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm07o1q 13364 05/04/14 17:19:39 10d46m45.s8 +11◦49′13.′′3 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm07o5q 13364 05/04/14 18:29:28 10d46m45.s8 +11◦49′10.′′2 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm07oaq 13364 05/04/14 18:51:00 10d46m45.s7 +11◦49′11.′′8 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm07ocq 13364 05/04/14 18:59:25 10d46m45.s8 +11◦49′13.′′3 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm07oeq 13364 05/04/14 20:09:15 10d46m45.s8 +11◦49′10.′′2 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm07ogq 13364 05/04/14 20:18:03 10d46m45.s7 +11◦49′11.′′8 WFC3 F438W 370
icdm07oiq 13364 05/04/14 20:26:28 10d46m45.s8 +11◦49′10.′′2 WFC3 F438W 370
icdm07okq 13364 05/04/14 20:34:53 10d46m45.s8 +11◦49′13.′′3 WFC3 F438W 216
icdm07onq 13364 05/04/14 21:48:10 10d46m45.s7 +11◦49′11.′′8 WFC3 F555W 378
icdm07opq 13364 05/04/14 21:56:36 10d46m45.s8 +11◦49′13.′′3 WFC3 F555W 378
icdm07orq 13364 05/04/14 22:05:02 10d46m45.s8 +11◦49′10.′′2 WFC3 F555W 378
icdm07otq 13364 05/04/14 22:13:45 10d46m45.s8 +11◦49′10.′′2 WFC3 F814W 378
icdm07ovq 13364 05/04/14 23:25:14 10d46m45.s8 +11◦49′13.′′3 WFC3 F814W 378
icdm07oxq 13364 05/04/14 23:33:40 10d46m45.s7 +11◦49′11.′′8 WFC3 F814W 224
NGC 3627
icdm12jgq 13364 08/02/14 14:13:21 11d20m14.s9 +12◦57′53.′′8 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm12jiq 13364 08/02/14 14:28:43 11d20m14.s7 +12◦57′53.′′5 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm12jmq 13364 08/02/14 14:44:05 11d20m14.s9 +12◦57′51.′′9 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm12jrq 13364 08/02/14 15:43:35 11d20m14.s9 +12◦57′53.′′8 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm12jtq 13364 08/02/14 15:52:00 11d20m14.s9 +12◦57′51.′′9 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm12jvq 13364 08/02/14 16:00:25 11d20m14.s7 +12◦57′53.′′5 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm12jxq 13364 08/02/14 16:09:13 11d20m14.s9 +12◦57′53.′′8 WFC3 F438W 370
icdm12jzq 13364 08/02/14 16:17:38 11d20m14.s7 +12◦57′53.′′5 WFC3 F438W 370
icdm12k1q 13364 08/02/14 16:26:03 11d20m14.s9 +12◦57′51.′′9 WFC3 F438W 216
icdm12k4q 13364 08/02/14 17:19:12 11d20m14.s9 +12◦57′53.′′8 WFC3 F555W 378
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icdm12k6q 13364 08/02/14 17:27:38 11d20m14.s9 +12◦57′51.′′9 WFC3 F555W 378
icdm12k8q 13364 08/02/14 17:36:04 11d20m14.s7 +12◦57′53.′′5 WFC3 F555W 378
icdm12kaq 13364 08/02/14 17:44:47 11d20m14.s7 +12◦57′53.′′5 WFC3 F814W 378
icdm12kcq 13364 08/02/14 17:53:13 11d20m14.s9 +12◦57′51.′′9 WFC3 F814W 378
icdm12keq 13364 08/02/14 18:01:39 11d20m14.s9 +12◦57′53.′′8 WFC3 F814W 224
NGC 3738
icdm55a4q 13364 28/10/13 01:00:10 11d35m48.s4 +54◦31′26.′′0 WFC3 F275W 794
icdm55aaq 13364 28/10/13 01:15:40 11d35m48.s3 +54◦31′24.′′6 WFC3 F275W 794
icdm55aeq 13364 28/10/13 01:31:09 11d35m48.s2 +54◦31′27.′′7 WFC3 F275W 794
icdm55amq 13364 28/10/13 02:30:33 11d35m48.s4 +54◦31′26.′′0 WFC3 F336W 373
icdm55aoq 13364 28/10/13 02:39:01 11d35m48.s3 +54◦31′24.′′6 WFC3 F336W 373
icdm55aqq 13364 28/10/13 02:47:29 11d35m48.s2 +54◦31′27.′′7 WFC3 F336W 373
icdm55atq 13364 28/10/13 02:56:20 11d35m48.s4 +54◦31′26.′′0 WFC3 F438W 373
icdm55b9q 13364 28/10/13 03:04:48 11d35m48.s2 +54◦31′27.′′7 WFC3 F438W 373
icdm55bbq 13364 28/10/13 03:13:16 11d35m48.s3 +54◦31′24.′′6 WFC3 F438W 219
jbt129r7q 12546 04/03/12 00:46:22 11d35m47.s1 +54◦31′32.′′0 ACS F606W 450
jbt129rcq 12546 04/03/12 01:08:12 11d35m47.s1 +54◦31′35.′′0 ACS F606W 450
jbt129r8q 12546 04/03/12 00:57:05 11d35m47.s1 +54◦31′32.′′0 ACS F814W 450
jbt129req 12546 04/03/12 01:18:55 11d35m47.s1 +54◦31′35.′′0 ACS F814W 450
NGC 4242
icdm41lcq 13364 12/04/14 16:11:38 12d17m31.s6 +45◦37′16.′′7 WFC3 F275W 792
icdm41leq 13364 12/04/14 16:27:05 12d17m31.s7 +45◦37′18.′′2 WFC3 F275W 792
icdm41liq 13364 12/04/14 16:42:32 12d17m31.s8 +45◦37′15.′′0 WFC3 F275W 792
icdm41lnq 13364 12/04/14 17:43:22 12d17m31.s6 +45◦37′16.′′7 WFC3 F336W 372
icdm41lpq 13364 12/04/14 17:51:49 12d17m31.s7 +45◦37′18.′′2 WFC3 F336W 372
icdm41lrq 13364 12/04/14 18:00:16 12d17m31.s8 +45◦37′15.′′0 WFC3 F336W 372
icdm41ltq 13364 12/04/14 18:09:06 12d17m31.s6 +45◦37′16.′′7 WFC3 F438W 372
icdm41lvq 13364 12/04/14 18:17:33 12d17m31.s8 +45◦37′15.′′0 WFC3 F438W 372
icdm41lxq 13364 12/04/14 18:26:00 12d17m31.s7 +45◦37′18.′′2 WFC3 F438W 218
icdm41m0q 13364 12/04/14 19:19:49 12d17m31.s6 +45◦37′16.′′7 WFC3 F555W 380
icdm41m2q 13364 12/04/14 19:28:17 12d17m31.s7 +45◦37′18.′′2 WFC3 F555W 380
icdm41m4q 13364 12/04/14 19:36:45 12d17m31.s8 +45◦37′15.′′0 WFC3 F555W 380
icdm41m6q 13364 12/04/14 19:45:30 12d17m31.s8 +45◦37′15.′′0 WFC3 F814W 380
icdm41m8q 13364 12/04/14 19:53:58 12d17m31.s7 +45◦37′18.′′2 WFC3 F814W 380
icdm41maq 13364 12/04/14 20:02:26 12d17m31.s6 +45◦37′16.′′7 WFC3 F814W 226
NGC 4248
icdm13z9q 13364 31/01/14 23:07:08 12d17m49.s8 +47◦24′33.′′0 WFC3 F275W 792
icdm13zbq 13364 31/01/14 23:22:35 12d17m49.s6 +47◦24′31.′′7 WFC3 F275W 792
icdm13zfq 13364 31/01/14 23:38:02 12d17m49.s9 +47◦24′31.′′4 WFC3 F275W 792
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icdm13znq 13364 01/02/14 00:45:08 12d17m49.s8 +47◦24′33.′′0 WFC3 F336W 372
icdm13zpq 13364 01/02/14 00:53:35 12d17m49.s9 +47◦24′31.′′4 WFC3 F336W 372
icdm13zrq 13364 01/02/14 01:02:02 12d17m49.s6 +47◦24′31.′′7 WFC3 F336W 372
icdm13a3q 13364 01/02/14 02:25:56 12d17m49.s9 +47◦24′31.′′4 WFC3 F438W 218
icdm13zuq 13364 01/02/14 01:10:52 12d17m49.s8 +47◦24′33.′′0 WFC3 F438W 372
icdm13zzq 13364 01/02/14 01:19:19 12d17m49.s6 +47◦24′31.′′7 WFC3 F438W 372
icdm13a6q 13364 01/02/14 02:43:20 12d17m49.s8 +47◦24′33.′′0 WFC3 F555W 380
icdm13a8q 13364 01/02/14 02:51:48 12d17m49.s9 +47◦24′31.′′4 WFC3 F555W 380
icdm13axq 13364 01/02/14 04:05:48 12d17m49.s6 +47◦24′31.′′7 WFC3 F555W 380
icdm13azq 13364 01/02/14 04:14:33 12d17m49.s6 +47◦24′31.′′7 WFC3 F814W 380
icdm13b1q 13364 01/02/14 04:23:01 12d17m49.s9 +47◦24′31.′′4 WFC3 F814W 380
icdm13b3q 13364 01/02/14 04:31:29 12d17m49.s8 +47◦24′33.′′0 WFC3 F814W 226
NGC 4258North
icdm74fvq 13364 17/03/14 22:11:32 12d18m49.s6 +47◦20′12.′′2 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm74fxq 13364 17/03/14 22:26:54 12d18m49.s9 +47◦20′11.′′3 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm74g1q 13364 17/03/14 23:52:31 12d18m49.s6 +47◦20′10.′′4 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm74g6q 13364 18/03/14 00:58:32 12d18m49.s6 +47◦20′12.′′2 WFC3 F336W 354
icdm74g8q 13364 18/03/14 01:33:37 12d18m49.s9 +47◦20′11.′′3 WFC3 F336W 354
icdm74gaq 13364 18/03/14 01:41:46 12d18m49.s6 +47◦20′10.′′4 WFC3 F336W 354
icdm74gcq 13364 18/03/14 02:34:21 12d18m49.s6 +47◦20′12.′′2 WFC3 F438W 354
icdm74geq 13364 18/03/14 03:14:39 12d18m49.s6 +47◦20′10.′′4 WFC3 F438W 354
icdm74ggq 13364 18/03/14 03:22:48 12d18m49.s9 +47◦20′11.′′3 WFC3 F438W 200
icdm74gjq 13364 18/03/14 04:10:10 12d18m49.s6 +47◦20′12.′′2 WFC3 F555W 354
icdm74glq 13364 18/03/14 04:18:12 12d18m49.s9 +47◦20′11.′′3 WFC3 F555W 354
icdm74gnq 13364 18/03/14 04:54:45 12d18m49.s6 +47◦20′10.′′4 WFC3 F555W 354
icdm74gpq 13364 18/03/14 05:45:59 12d18m49.s6 +47◦20′10.′′4 WFC3 F814W 354
icdm74grq 13364 18/03/14 05:54:01 12d18m49.s9 +47◦20′11.′′3 WFC3 F814W 354
icdm74gtq 13364 18/03/14 06:02:03 12d18m49.s6 +47◦20′12.′′2 WFC3 F814W 200
NGC 4258South
icdm0dufq 13364 05/03/14 16:35:09 12d18m57.s6 +47◦18′08.′′9 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm0duhq 13364 05/03/14 16:50:31 12d18m57.s8 +47◦18′08.′′0 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm0dulq 13364 05/03/14 17:05:53 12d18m57.s5 +47◦18′07.′′1 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm0duqq 13364 05/03/14 18:05:58 12d18m57.s6 +47◦18′08.′′9 WFC3 F336W 354
icdm0dusq 13364 05/03/14 18:14:07 12d18m57.s8 +47◦18′08.′′0 WFC3 F336W 354
icdm0duuq 13364 05/03/14 18:22:16 12d18m57.s5 +47◦18′07.′′1 WFC3 F336W 354
icdm0duwq 13364 05/03/14 18:30:48 12d18m57.s6 +47◦18′08.′′9 WFC3 F438W 354
icdm0duyq 13364 05/03/14 18:38:57 12d18m57.s5 +47◦18′07.′′1 WFC3 F438W 354
icdm0dv0q 13364 05/03/14 18:47:06 12d18m57.s8 +47◦18′08.′′0 WFC3 F438W 200
jb1f87icq 11570 30/05/10 01:08:52 12d18m55.s7 +47◦18′16.′′7 ACS F555W 225
jb1f87igq 11570 30/05/10 01:15:15 12d18m55.s7 +47◦18′16.′′8 ACS F555W 375
jb1f87ikq 11570 30/05/10 01:24:40 12d18m55.s7 +47◦18′16.′′4 ACS F555W 375
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jb1f87jeq 11570 30/05/10 02:34:41 12d18m55.s7 +47◦18′16.′′4 ACS F814W 375
jb1f98puq 11570 03/12/09 02:09:41 12d19m03.s2 +47◦16′49.′′4 ACS F555W 225
jb1f98pxq 11570 03/12/09 02:16:04 12d19m03.s2 +47◦16′49.′′2 ACS F555W 375
jb1f98q1q 11570 03/12/09 02:25:29 12d19m03.s1 +47◦16′49.′′5 ACS F555W 375
jb1f98q5q 11570 03/12/09 02:35:33 12d19m03.s2 +47◦16′49.′′7 ACS F814W 375
NGC 4395South
icdm49hkq 13364 31/03/14 19:15:46 12d25m56.s6 +33◦31′10.′′1 WFC3 F275W 812
icdm49hmq 13364 31/03/14 19:31:33 12d25m56.s7 +33◦31′10.′′6 WFC3 F275W 812
icdm49hqq 13364 31/03/14 20:42:47 12d25m56.s6 +33◦31′07.′′5 WFC3 F275W 725
icdm49hvq 13364 31/03/14 21:03:17 12d25m56.s6 +33◦31′10.′′1 WFC3 F336W 367
icdm49hxq 13364 31/03/14 21:11:39 12d25m56.s7 +33◦31′10.′′6 WFC3 F336W 367
icdm49hzq 13364 31/03/14 22:22:39 12d25m56.s6 +33◦31′07.′′5 WFC3 F336W 367
icdm49i1q 13364 31/03/14 22:31:24 12d25m56.s6 +33◦31′10.′′1 WFC3 F438W 367
icdm49i3q 13364 31/03/14 22:39:46 12d25m56.s6 +33◦31′07.′′5 WFC3 F438W 367
icdm49i5q 13364 31/03/14 22:48:08 12d25m56.s7 +33◦31′10.′′6 WFC3 F438W 213
j8ph0bi0q 9774 12/06/04 12:22:35 12d25m59.s9 +33◦31′03.′′9 ACS F814W 90
j8ph0bi1q 9774 12/06/04 12:26:43 12d26m00.s0 +33◦31′04.′′0 ACS F814W 340
j8ph0bi7q 9774 12/06/04 12:52:20 12d26m00.s0 +33◦31′04.′′0 ACS F555W 340
j8ph0bi9q 9774 12/06/04 13:00:36 12d25m59.s9 +33◦31′03.′′9 ACS F555W 340
NGC 4395North
icdm50t3q 13364 27/03/14 14:54:12 12d25m47.s7 +33◦33′56.′′9 WFC3 F275W 812
icdm50t5q 13364 27/03/14 15:09:59 12d25m47.s8 +33◦33′57.′′5 WFC3 F275W 812
icdm50t9q 13364 27/03/14 16:11:22 12d25m47.s7 +33◦33′54.′′4 WFC3 F275W 725
icdm50teq 13364 27/03/14 16:31:52 12d25m47.s7 +33◦33′56.′′9 WFC3 F336W 367
icdm50tgq 13364 27/03/14 16:40:14 12d25m47.s8 +33◦33′57.′′5 WFC3 F336W 367
icdm50tiq 13364 27/03/14 16:48:36 12d25m47.s7 +33◦33′54.′′4 WFC3 F336W 367
icdm50tkq 13364 27/03/14 17:46:54 12d25m47.s7 +33◦33′56.′′9 WFC3 F438W 367
icdm50tmq 13364 27/03/14 17:55:16 12d25m47.s7 +33◦33′54.′′4 WFC3 F438W 367
icdm50toq 13364 27/03/14 18:03:38 12d25m47.s8 +33◦33′57.′′5 WFC3 F438W 213
icdm50trq 13364 27/03/14 18:20:57 12d25m47.s7 +33◦33′56.′′9 WFC3 F555W 375
icdm50ttq 13364 27/03/14 18:29:20 12d25m47.s8 +33◦33′57.′′5 WFC3 F555W 375
icdm50tvq 13364 27/03/14 19:27:18 12d25m47.s7 +33◦33′54.′′4 WFC3 F555W 375
icdm50txq 13364 27/03/14 19:35:58 12d25m47.s7 +33◦33′54.′′4 WFC3 F814W 375
icdm50tzq 13364 27/03/14 19:44:21 12d25m47.s8 +33◦33′57.′′5 WFC3 F814W 375
icdm50u1q 13364 27/03/14 19:52:44 12d25m47.s7 +33◦33′56.′′9 WFC3 F814W 221
NGC 4490
icdm42nvq 13364 30/10/13 02:26:45 12d30m36.s1 +41◦38′30.′′4 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm42nyq 13364 30/10/13 02:42:07 12d30m36.s0 +41◦38′29.′′2 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm42o2q 13364 30/10/13 02:57:29 12d30m35.s9 +41◦38′32.′′4 WFC3 F275W 787
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icdm42o7q 13364 30/10/13 03:57:01 12d30m36.s1 +41◦38′30.′′4 WFC3 F336W 369
icdm42o9q 13364 30/10/13 04:05:25 12d30m36.s0 +41◦38′29.′′2 WFC3 F336W 369
icdm42obq 13364 30/10/13 04:13:49 12d30m35.s9 +41◦38′32.′′4 WFC3 F336W 369
icdm42odq 13364 30/10/13 04:22:36 12d30m36.s1 +41◦38′30.′′4 WFC3 F438W 369
icdm42ofq 13364 30/10/13 04:31:00 12d30m35.s9 +41◦38′32.′′4 WFC3 F438W 369
icdm42ohq 13364 30/10/13 04:39:24 12d30m36.s0 +41◦38′29.′′2 WFC3 F438W 215
icdm42okq 13364 30/10/13 05:34:19 12d30m36.s1 +41◦38′30.′′4 WFC3 F555W 377
icdm42omq 13364 30/10/13 05:42:44 12d30m36.s0 +41◦38′29.′′2 WFC3 F555W 377
icdm42ooq 13364 30/10/13 05:51:09 12d30m35.s9 +41◦38′32.′′4 WFC3 F555W 377
icdm42oqq 13364 30/10/13 05:59:51 12d30m35.s9 +41◦38′32.′′4 WFC3 F814W 377
icdm42osq 13364 30/10/13 06:08:16 12d30m36.s0 +41◦38′29.′′2 WFC3 F814W 377
icdm42ouq 13364 30/10/13 06:16:41 12d30m36.s1 +41◦38′30.′′4 WFC3 F814W 223
NGC 4449
icdm56nfq 13364 09/07/14 02:47:32 12d28m13.s5 +44◦05′35.′′1 WFC3 F275W 827
icdm56njq 13364 09/07/14 03:52:05 12d28m13.s5 +44◦05′37.′′0 WFC3 F275W 827
icdm56nnq 13364 09/07/14 04:08:07 12d28m13.s8 +44◦05′35.′′4 WFC3 F275W 827
icdm56n4q 13364 09/07/14 01:21:42 12d28m13.s5 +44◦05′35.′′1 WFC3 F336W 787
icdm56n7q 13364 09/07/14 02:16:25 12d28m13.s8 +44◦05′35.′′4 WFC3 F336W 787
icdm56nbq 13364 09/07/14 02:31:47 12d28m13.s5 +44◦05′37.′′0 WFC3 F336W 787
j9cd01kqq 10585 10/11/05 01:38:39 12d28m15.s7 +44◦06′53.′′2 ACS F555W 608
j9cd01ksq 10585 10/11/05 01:51:42 12d28m15.s7 +44◦06′53.′′2 ACS F814W 508
j9cd01kuq 10585 10/11/05 02:02:47 12d28m15.s7 +44◦06′53.′′2 ACS F435W 908
j9cd01l5q 10585 10/11/05 03:14:28 12d28m15.s7 +44◦06′53.′′2 ACS F555W 615
j9cd01l7q 10585 10/11/05 03:27:38 12d28m15.s7 +44◦06′53.′′2 ACS F814W 515
j9cd01l9q 10585 10/11/05 03:38:50 12d28m15.s7 +44◦06′53.′′2 ACS F435W 915
j9cd01ldq 10585 10/11/05 04:50:27 12d28m15.s9 +44◦06′51.′′1 ACS F555W 616
j9cd01lfq 10585 10/11/05 05:03:38 12d28m15.s9 +44◦06′51.′′1 ACS F814W 516
j9cd01lhq 10585 10/11/05 05:14:51 12d28m15.s9 +44◦06′51.′′1 ACS F435W 916
j9cd01mfq 10585 10/11/05 06:26:22 12d28m15.s9 +44◦06′51.′′2 ACS F555W 621
j9cd01mhq 10585 10/11/05 06:39:38 12d28m15.s9 +44◦06′51.′′2 ACS F814W 521
j9cd01mjq 10585 10/11/05 06:50:56 12d28m15.s9 +44◦06′51.′′2 ACS F435W 921
j9cd02phq 10585 11/11/05 01:37:34 12d28m03.s0 +44◦05′07.′′3 ACS F555W 608
j9cd02pjq 10585 11/11/05 01:50:37 12d28m03.s0 +44◦05′07.′′3 ACS F814W 508
j9cd02plq 10585 11/11/05 02:01:42 12d28m03.s0 +44◦05′07.′′3 ACS F435W 727
j9cd02ppq 10585 11/11/05 03:12:53 12d28m03.s0 +44◦05′07.′′3 ACS F555W 615
j9cd02prq 10585 11/11/05 03:26:03 12d28m03.s0 +44◦05′07.′′3 ACS F814W 515
j9cd02ptq 10585 11/11/05 03:37:15 12d28m03.s0 +44◦05′07.′′3 ACS F435W 915
j9cd02pxq 10585 11/11/05 04:48:51 12d28m03.s2 +44◦05′05.′′2 ACS F555W 616
j9cd02pzq 10585 11/11/05 05:02:02 12d28m03.s2 +44◦05′05.′′2 ACS F814W 516
j9cd02q1q 10585 11/11/05 05:13:15 12d28m03.s2 +44◦05′05.′′2 ACS F435W 916
j9cd02q5q 10585 11/11/05 06:24:46 12d28m03.s2 +44◦05′05.′′3 ACS F555W 621
j9cd02q7q 10585 11/11/05 06:38:02 12d28m03.s2 +44◦05′05.′′3 ACS F814W 521
j9cd02q9q 10585 11/11/05 06:49:20 12d28m03.s2 +44◦05′05.′′3 ACS F435W 921
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j9cd03wvq 10585 17/11/05 12:37:49 12d28m12.s1 +44◦05′45.′′3 ACS F814W 200
j9cd03wwq 10585 17/11/05 12:43:49 12d28m12.s3 +44◦05′43.′′1 ACS F814W 340
NGC 4485
icdm51rkq 13364 12/01/14 16:36:52 12d30m31.s9 +41◦41′33.′′7 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm51rmq 13364 12/01/14 16:52:14 12d30m31.s9 +41◦41′32.′′0 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm51rqs 13364 12/01/14 17:07:36 12d30m31.s7 +41◦41′32.′′6 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm51rvq 13364 12/01/14 18:04:16 12d30m31.s9 +41◦41′33.′′7 WFC3 F336W 373
icdm51rxq 13364 12/01/14 18:12:44 12d30m31.s9 +41◦41′32.′′0 WFC3 F336W 373
icdm51rzq 13364 12/01/14 18:21:12 12d30m31.s7 +41◦41′32.′′6 WFC3 F336W 373
icdm51s1q 13364 12/01/14 18:30:00 12d30m31.s9 +41◦41′33.′′7 WFC3 F814W 373
icdm51s3q 13364 12/01/14 18:38:21 12d30m31.s7 +41◦41′32.′′6 WFC3 F814W 373
icdm51s5q 13364 12/01/14 18:46:42 12d30m31.s9 +41◦41′32.′′0 WFC3 F814W 219
j9h807c1q 10579 19/11/05 07:44:36 12d30m30.s5 +41◦41′42.′′2 ACS F435W 558
j9h807c2q 10579 19/11/05 07:56:30 12d30m30.s5 +41◦41′42.′′3 ACS F435W 558
j9h807c4q 10579 19/11/05 08:17:49 12d30m30.s5 +41◦41′42.′′2 ACS F606W 558
j9h807c6q 10579 19/11/05 09:18:42 12d30m30.s5 +41◦41′42.′′3 ACS F606W 558
NGC 45
icdm35k6q 13364 27/08/13 16:26:13 00d14m00.s4 −23◦10′03.′′3 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm35k8q 13364 27/08/13 16:41:35 00d14m00.s4 −23◦10′05.′′2 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm35kcq 13364 27/08/13 16:56:57 00d14m00.s2 −23◦10′03.′′4 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm35khq 13364 27/08/13 17:56:24 00d14m00.s4 −23◦10′03.′′3 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm35kjq 13364 27/08/13 18:04:49 00d14m00.s4 −23◦10′05.′′2 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm35klq 13364 27/08/13 18:13:14 00d14m00.s2 −23◦10′03.′′4 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm35knq 13364 27/08/13 18:22:02 00d14m00.s4 −23◦10′03.′′3 WFC3 F438W 370
icdm35kpq 13364 27/08/13 18:30:27 00d14m00.s2 −23◦10′03.′′4 WFC3 F438W 370
icdm35krq 13364 27/08/13 18:38:52 00d14m00.s4 −23◦10′05.′′2 WFC3 F438W 216
icdm35kuq 13364 27/08/13 19:32:04 00d14m00.s4 −23◦10′03.′′3 WFC3 F555W 378
icdm35kwq 13364 27/08/13 19:40:30 00d14m00.s4 −23◦10′05.′′2 WFC3 F555W 378
icdm35kyq 13364 27/08/13 19:48:56 00d14m00.s2 −23◦10′03.′′4 WFC3 F555W 378
icdm35l0q 13364 27/08/13 19:57:39 00d14m00.s2 −23◦10′03.′′4 WFC3 F814W 378
icdm35l2q 13364 27/08/13 20:06:05 00d14m00.s4 −23◦10′05.′′2 WFC3 F814W 378
icdm35l4q 13364 27/08/13 20:14:31 00d14m00.s4 −23◦10′03.′′3 WFC3 F814W 224
NGC 4594
icdm0jt5q 13364 06/04/14 13:34:50 12d40m13.s1 −11◦37′20.′′6 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm0jt7q 13364 06/04/14 13:50:12 12d40m13.s0 −11◦37′18.′′3 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm0jtbq 13364 06/04/14 14:05:34 12d40m13.s2 −11◦37′19.′′4 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm0jtgq 13364 06/04/14 15:06:10 12d40m13.s1 −11◦37′20.′′6 WFC3 F336W 354
icdm0jtiq 13364 06/04/14 15:14:19 12d40m13.s0 −11◦37′18.′′3 WFC3 F336W 354
icdm0jtkq 13364 06/04/14 15:22:28 12d40m13.s2 −11◦37′19.′′4 WFC3 F336W 354
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icdm0jtmq 13364 06/04/14 15:30:57 12d40m13.s1 −11◦37′20.′′6 WFC3 F814W 354
icdm0jtoq 13364 06/04/14 15:38:59 12d40m13.s2 −11◦37′19.′′4 WFC3 F814W 354
icdm0jtqq 13364 06/04/14 15:47:01 12d40m13.s0 −11◦37′18.′′3 WFC3 F814W 200
j8lw05o2q 9714 14/06/03 02:07:15 12d40m12.s6 −11◦38′48.′′7 274.9877 F555W 500
j8lw05o5q 9714 14/06/03 02:18:11 12d40m12.s6 −11◦38′48.′′8 274.9877 F555W 500
j8lw05o7q 9714 14/06/03 03:37:06 12d40m12.s4 −11◦38′48.′′8 274.9879 F555W 500
j8lw05o9q 9714 14/06/03 03:48:02 12d40m12.s4 −11◦38′48.′′9 274.9879 F555W 500
j8lw05odq 9714 14/06/03 05:14:01 12d40m12.s6 −11◦38′48.′′7 274.9877 F435W 675
j8lw05omq 9714 14/06/03 05:37:48 12d40m12.s6 −11◦38′48.′′8 274.9877 F435W 675
j8lw05plq 9714 14/06/03 06:59:05 12d40m12.s4 −11◦38′48.′′8 274.9879 F435W 675
j8lw05pwq 9714 14/06/03 08:26:04 12d40m12.s4 −11◦38′48.′′9 274.9879 F435W 675
j8lw06q3q 9714 14/06/03 08:52:44 12d40m14.s2 −11◦35′40.′′9 274.9877 F555W 500
j8lw06q5q 9714 14/06/03 09:03:40 12d40m14.s2 −11◦35′41.′′0 274.9877 F555W 500
j8lw06qeq 9714 14/06/03 10:01:11 12d40m14.s0 −11◦35′41.′′0 274.9879 F555W 500
j8lw06qgq 9714 14/06/03 10:12:07 12d40m14.s0 −11◦35′41.′′1 274.9879 F555W 500
j8lw06qnq 9714 14/06/03 10:32:29 12d40m14.s2 −11◦35′40.′′9 274.9877 F435W 675
j8lw06r0q 9714 14/06/03 11:47:09 12d40m14.s2 −11◦35′41.′′0 274.9877 F435W 675
j8lw06r9q 9714 14/06/03 12:11:00 12d40m14.s0 −11◦35′41.′′0 274.9879 F435W 675
j8lw06rpq 9714 14/06/03 13:23:11 12d40m14.s0 −11◦35′41.′′1 274.9879 F435W 675
NGC 4605
icdm23vmq 13364 22/08/13 00:53:47 12d39m59.s6 +61◦36′32.′′1 WFC3 F275W 801
icdm23whq 13364 22/08/13 01:47:57 12d39m59.s4 +61◦36′33.′′3 WFC3 F275W 801
icdm23wlq 13364 22/08/13 02:03:33 12d39m59.s9 +61◦36′34.′′3 WFC3 F275W 801
icdm23wsq 13364 22/08/13 02:25:19 12d39m59.s6 +61◦36′32.′′1 WFC3 F336W 377
icdm23wuq 13364 22/08/13 02:33:51 12d39m59.s4 +61◦36′33.′′3 WFC3 F336W 377
icdm23wzq 13364 22/08/13 03:23:31 12d39m59.s9 +61◦36′34.′′3 WFC3 F336W 377
icdm23x1q 13364 22/08/13 03:32:26 12d39m59.s6 +61◦36′32.′′1 WFC3 F438W 377
icdm23x3q 13364 22/08/13 03:40:58 12d39m59.s9 +61◦36′34.′′3 WFC3 F438W 377
icdm23x5q 13364 22/08/13 03:49:30 12d39m59.s4 +61◦36′33.′′3 WFC3 F438W 223
icdm23x8q 13364 22/08/13 04:06:59 12d39m59.s6 +61◦36′32.′′1 WFC3 F555W 385
icdm23xaq 13364 22/08/13 04:59:10 12d39m59.s4 +61◦36′33.′′3 WFC3 F555W 385
icdm23xcq 13364 22/08/13 05:07:43 12d39m59.s9 +61◦36′34.′′3 WFC3 F555W 385
icdm23xeq 13364 22/08/13 05:16:33 12d39m59.s9 +61◦36′34.′′3 WFC3 F814W 385
icdm23xgq 13364 22/08/13 05:25:06 12d39m59.s4 +61◦36′33.′′3 WFC3 F814W 385
icdm23xiq 13364 22/08/13 05:33:39 12d39m59.s6 +61◦36′32.′′1 WFC3 F814W 231
NGC 4656
icdm52lpq 13364 07/11/13 12:54:16 12d43m59.s3 +32◦10′34.′′5 WFC3 F275W 812
icdm52lrq 13364 07/11/13 13:10:03 12d43m59.s2 +32◦10′33.′′1 WFC3 F275W 812
icdm52lvq 13364 07/11/13 13:25:50 12d43m59.s1 +32◦10′36.′′2 WFC3 F275W 725
icdm52m0q 13364 07/11/13 14:24:33 12d43m59.s3 +32◦10′34.′′5 WFC3 F336W 368
icdm52m2q 13364 07/11/13 14:32:56 12d43m59.s2 +32◦10′33.′′1 WFC3 F336W 368
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icdm52m4q 13364 07/11/13 14:41:19 12d43m59.s1 +32◦10′36.′′2 WFC3 F336W 368
icdm52m6q 13364 07/11/13 14:50:05 12d43m59.s3 +32◦10′34.′′5 WFC3 F438W 368
icdm52m8q 13364 07/11/13 16:00:11 12d43m59.s1 +32◦10′36.′′2 WFC3 F438W 368
icdm52maq 13364 07/11/13 16:08:34 12d43m59.s2 +32◦10′33.′′1 WFC3 F438W 214
icdm52mdq 13364 07/11/13 16:25:54 12d43m59.s3 +32◦10′34.′′5 WFC3 F555W 375
icdm52mfq 13364 07/11/13 17:35:49 12d43m59.s2 +32◦10′33.′′1 WFC3 F555W 375
icdm52mhq 13364 07/11/13 17:44:12 12d43m59.s1 +32◦10′36.′′2 WFC3 F555W 375
icdm52mjq 13364 07/11/13 17:52:52 12d43m59.s1 +32◦10′36.′′2 WFC3 F814W 375
icdm52mlq 13364 07/11/13 18:01:15 12d43m59.s2 +32◦10′33.′′1 WFC3 F814W 375
icdm52mnq 13364 07/11/13 18:09:38 12d43m59.s3 +32◦10′34.′′5 WFC3 F814W 221
NGC 5194Center
icdm0gx9q 13364 19/09/13 00:53:15 13d30m03.s2 +47◦13′55.′′0 WFC3 F275W 832
icdm0gxhq 13364 19/09/13 01:09:22 13d30m03.s0 +47◦13′55.′′7 WFC3 F275W 832
icdm0gxnq 13364 19/09/13 01:25:29 13d30m03.s3 +47◦13′57.′′5 WFC3 F275W 832
icdm0gwuq 13364 18/09/13 23:21:13 13d30m03.s2 +47◦13′55.′′0 WFC3 F336W 792
icdm0gwwq 13364 18/09/13 23:36:40 13d30m03.s3 +47◦13′57.′′5 WFC3 F336W 792
icdm0gx0q 13364 18/09/13 23:52:07 13d30m03.s0 +47◦13′55.′′7 WFC3 F336W 792
icdm0hi2q 13364 19/09/13 21:49:10 13d30m00.s4 +47◦16′19.′′6 ACS F336W 792
icdm0hi4q 13364 19/09/13 22:04:37 13d30m00.s5 +47◦16′22.′′2 ACS F336W 792
icdm0hi8q 13364 19/09/13 23:11:43 13d30m00.s2 +47◦16′20.′′3 ACS F336W 792
j97c31rrq 10452 20/01/05 23:26:55 13d30m01.s8 +47◦12′52.′′5 ACS F435W 680
j97c32utq 10452 21/01/05 18:38:02 13d30m01.s8 +47◦12′52.′′6 ACS F435W 680
j97c33o8q 10452 19/01/05 23:28:03 13d30m02.s1 +47◦12′52.′′8 ACS F435W 680
j97c34xbq 10452 22/01/05 17:00:58 13d30m02.s1 +47◦12′53.′′0 ACS F435W 680
j97c31rsq 10452 20/01/05 23:41:19 13d30m01.s8 +47◦12′52.′′5 ACS F555W 340
j97c32uuq 10452 21/01/05 18:52:26 13d30m01.s8 +47◦12′52.′′6 ACS F555W 340
j97c33o9q 10452 19/01/05 23:42:27 13d30m02.s1 +47◦12′52.′′8 ACS F555W 340
j97c34xcq 10452 22/01/05 17:15:22 13d30m02.s1 +47◦12′53.′′0 ACS F555W 340
j97c31ruq 10452 20/01/05 23:49:54 13d30m01.s8 +47◦12′52.′′5 ACS F814W 340
j97c32uwq 10452 21/01/05 19:01:01 13d30m01.s8 +47◦12′52.′′6 ACS F814W 340
j97c33obq 10452 19/01/05 23:51:02 13d30m02.s1 +47◦12′52.′′8 ACS F814W 340
j97c34xeq 10452 22/01/05 17:23:57 13d30m02.s1 +47◦12′53.′′0 ACS F814W 340
NGC 5194NorthEast
icdm76jrq 13364 20/09/13 02:27:07 13d29m49.s1 +47◦13′16.′′0 WFC3 F336W 792
icdm76jtq 13364 20/09/13 02:42:34 13d29m49.s2 +47◦13′18.′′5 WFC3 F336W 792
icdm76jxq 13364 20/09/13 02:58:01 13d29m48.s9 +47◦13′16.′′6 WFC3 F336W 792
icdm76k1q 13364 20/09/13 03:59:00 13d29m49.s1 +47◦13′16.′′0 WFC3 F275W 832
icdm76k5q 13364 20/09/13 04:15:07 13d29m48.s9 +47◦13′16.′′6 WFC3 F275W 832
icdm76k9q 13364 20/09/13 04:31:14 13d29m49.s2 +47◦13′18.′′5 WFC3 F275W 832
j97c41xjq 10452 22/01/05 18:37:12 13d29m42.s4 +47◦12′44.′′5 ACS F435W 680
j97c41xkq 10452 22/01/05 18:51:36 13d29m42.s4 +47◦12′44.′′5 ACS F555W 340
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j97c41xmq 10452 22/01/05 19:00:11 13d29m42.s4 +47◦12′44.′′5 ACS F814W 340
j97c41xoq 10452 22/01/05 19:08:50 13d29m42.s4 +47◦12′44.′′5 ACS F658N 680
j97c42xrq 10452 22/01/05 20:13:07 13d29m42.s4 +47◦12′44.′′7 ACS F435W 680
j97c42xsq 10452 22/01/05 20:27:31 13d29m42.s4 +47◦12′44.′′7 ACS F555W 340
j97c42xuq 10452 22/01/05 20:36:06 13d29m42.s4 +47◦12′44.′′7 ACS F814W 340
j97c42xwq 10452 22/01/05 20:44:45 13d29m42.s4 +47◦12′44.′′7 ACS F658N 680
j97c43n2q 10452 19/01/05 18:40:35 13d29m42.s7 +47◦12′44.′′9 ACS F435W 680
j97c43n3q 10452 19/01/05 18:54:59 13d29m42.s7 +47◦12′44.′′9 ACS F555W 340
j97c43n5q 10452 19/01/05 19:03:34 13d29m42.s7 +47◦12′44.′′9 ACS F814W 340
j97c43n7q 10452 19/01/05 19:12:13 13d29m42.s7 +47◦12′44.′′9 ACS F658N 680
j97c44naq 10452 19/01/05 20:16:30 13d29m42.s7 +47◦12′45.′′0 ACS F435W 680
j97c44nbq 10452 19/01/05 20:30:54 13d29m42.s7 +47◦12′45.′′0 ACS F555W 340
j97c44ndq 10452 19/01/05 20:39:29 13d29m42.s7 +47◦12′45.′′0 ACS F814W 340
j97c44nfq 10452 19/01/05 20:48:08 13d29m42.s7 +47◦12′45.′′0 ACS F658N 680
NGC 5194NorthEast
icdm0iuoq 13364 17/09/14 04:28:12 13d29m42.s1 +47◦09′55.′′9 WFC3 F336W 787
icdm0iuqq 13364 17/09/14 04:43:34 13d29m42.s2 +47◦09′58.′′4 WFC3 F336W 787
icdm0iuuq 13364 17/09/14 04:58:56 13d29m41.s9 +47◦09′56.′′8 WFC3 F336W 787
icdm0iuyq 13364 17/09/14 05:56:29 13d29m42.s1 +47◦09′55.′′9 WFC3 F275W 827
icdm0iv2q 13364 17/09/14 06:12:31 13d29m41.s9 +47◦09′56.′′8 WFC3 F275W 827
icdm0iv6q 13364 17/09/14 06:28:33 13d29m42.s2 +47◦09′58.′′4 WFC3 F275W 827
j97c61h9q 10452 18/01/05 18:41:41 13d29m41.s8 +47◦09′29.′′5 ACS F435W 680
j97c61haq 10452 18/01/05 18:56:05 13d29m41.s8 +47◦09′29.′′5 ACS F555W 340
j97c61hcq 10452 18/01/05 19:04:40 13d29m41.s8 +47◦09′29.′′5 ACS F814W 340
j97c61heq 10452 18/01/05 19:13:19 13d29m41.s8 +47◦09′29.′′5 ACS F658N 680
j97c62xzq 10452 22/01/05 21:49:03 13d29m41.s8 +47◦09′29.′′6 ACS F435W 680
j97c62y0q 10452 22/01/05 22:03:27 13d29m41.s8 +47◦09′29.′′6 ACS F555W 340
j97c62y2q 10452 22/01/05 22:12:01 13d29m41.s8 +47◦09′29.′′6 ACS F814W 340
j97c62y4q 10452 22/01/05 22:20:41 13d29m41.s8 +47◦09′29.′′6 ACS F658N 680
j97c63rbq 10452 20/01/05 20:15:23 13d29m42.s1 +47◦09′29.′′8 ACS F435W 680
j97c63rcq 10452 20/01/05 20:29:47 13d29m42.s1 +47◦09′29.′′8 ACS F555W 340
j97c63req 10452 20/01/05 20:38:22 13d29m42.s1 +47◦09′29.′′8 ACS F814W 340
j97c63rgq 10452 20/01/05 20:47:01 13d29m42.s1 +47◦09′29.′′8 ACS F658N 680
j97c64rjq 10452 20/01/05 21:51:18 13d29m42.s1 +47◦09′29.′′9 ACS F435W 680
j97c64rkq 10452 20/01/05 22:05:42 13d29m42.s1 +47◦09′29.′′9 ACS F555W 340
j97c64rmq 10452 20/01/05 22:14:16 13d29m42.s1 +47◦09′29.′′9 ACS F814W 340
j97c64roq 10452 20/01/05 22:22:56 13d29m42.s1 +47◦09′29.′′9 ACS F658N 680
NGC 5195
icdm0hi2q 13364 19/09/13 21:49:10 13d30m00.s4 +47◦16′19.′′6 WFC3 F336W 792
icdm0hi4q 13364 19/09/13 22:04:37 13d30m00.s5 +47◦16′22.′′2 WFC3 F336W 792
icdm0hi8q 13364 19/09/13 23:11:43 13d30m00.s2 +47◦16′20.′′3 WFC3 F336W 792
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icdm0hicq 13364 19/09/13 23:27:33 13d30m00.s4 +47◦16′19.′′6 WFC3 F275W 832
icdm0higq 13364 19/09/13 23:43:40 13d30m00.s2 +47◦16′20.′′3 WFC3 F275W 832
icdm0hioq 13364 20/09/13 00:47:21 13d30m00.s5 +47◦16′22.′′2 WFC3 F275W 832
j97c11kbq 10452 12/01/05 20:38:18 13d30m02.s4 +47◦16′07.′′5 ACS F555W 340
j97c11kdq 10452 12/01/05 20:46:53 13d30m02.s4 +47◦16′07.′′5 ACS F814W 340
j97c12kjq 10452 12/01/05 22:14:14 13d30m02.s4 +47◦16′07.′′7 ACS F555W 340
j97c12klq 10452 12/01/05 22:22:49 13d30m02.s4 +47◦16′07.′′7 ACS F814W 340
j97c13nkq 10452 13/01/05 20:37:20 13d30m02.s7 +47◦16′07.′′9 ACS F555W 340
j97c13nmq 10452 13/01/05 20:45:55 13d30m02.s7 +47◦16′07.′′9 ACS F814W 340
j97c14rwq 10452 14/01/05 23:48:11 13d30m02.s7 +47◦16′08.′′0 ACS F555W 340
j97c14ryq 10452 14/01/05 23:56:45 13d30m02.s7 +47◦16′08.′′0 ACS F814W 340
NGC 5238
icdm63loq 13364 22/01/14 01:44:15 13d34m42.s5 +51◦36′47.′′1 WFC3 F275W 794
icdm63lqq 13364 22/01/14 01:59:45 13d34m42.s5 +51◦36′45.′′3 WFC3 F275W 794
icdm63luq 13364 22/01/14 02:15:14 13d34m42.s3 +51◦36′47.′′6 WFC3 F275W 794
icdm63lzq 13364 22/01/14 02:46:35 13d34m42.s5 +51◦36′47.′′1 WFC3 F336W 373
icdm63m1q 13364 22/01/14 03:24:52 13d34m42.s5 +51◦36′45.′′3 WFC3 F336W 373
icdm63m3q 13364 22/01/14 03:33:20 13d34m42.s2 +51◦36′46.′′9 WFC3 F336W 373
icdm63m5q 13364 22/01/14 03:42:11 13d34m42.s5 +51◦36′47.′′1 WFC3 F438W 373
icdm63m7q 13364 22/01/14 03:50:39 13d34m42.s2 +51◦36′46.′′9 WFC3 F438W 373
icdm63m9q 13364 22/01/14 03:59:07 13d34m42.s5 +51◦36′45.′′3 WFC3 F438W 219
j9ov19ugq 10905 11/11/06 05:07:48 13d34m42.s5 +51◦36′48.′′9 ACS F606W 473
j9ov19uiq 10905 11/11/06 06:16:58 13d34m42.s5 +51◦36′48.′′9 ACS F606W 473
j9ov19udq 10905 11/11/06 04:42:23 13d34m42.s5 +51◦36′48.′′9 ACS F814W 579
j9ov19ueq 10905 11/11/06 04:54:38 13d34m42.s5 +51◦36′48.′′9 ACS F814W 579
NGC 5253
icdm59niq 13364 28/08/13 02:42:03 13d39m54.s3 −31◦38′47.′′7 WFC3 F275W 858
icdm59nlq 13364 28/08/13 02:58:36 13d39m54.s4 −31◦38′46.′′0 WFC3 F275W 858
icdm59npq 13364 28/08/13 03:15:09 13d39m54.s5 −31◦38′48.′′7 WFC3 F275W 731
icdm59n8q 13364 28/08/13 01:17:00 13d39m54.s3 −31◦38′47.′′7 WFC3 F336W 811
icdm59naq 13364 28/08/13 01:32:46 13d39m54.s5 −31◦38′48.′′7 WFC3 F336W 811
icdm59neq 13364 28/08/13 01:48:32 13d39m54.s4 −31◦38′46.′′0 WFC3 F336W 724
j9k501dcq 10765 27/12/05 07:36:51 13d39m59.s0 −31◦37′40.′′4 ACS F435W 360
j9k501diq 10765 27/12/05 08:55:55 13d39m59.s2 −31◦37′40.′′7 ACS F435W 520
j9k501dqq 10765 27/12/05 10:31:29 13d39m52.s0 −31◦39′08.′′0 ACS F435W 360
j9k501dwq 10765 27/12/05 11:08:49 13d39m52.s2 −31◦39′08.′′2 ACS F435W 519
j9k501dbq 10765 27/12/05 07:23:48 13d39m59.s0 −31◦37′40.′′4 ACS F555W 600
j9k501dgq 10765 27/12/05 07:58:34 13d39m59.s2 −31◦37′40.′′7 ACS F555W 600
j9k501dmq 10765 27/12/05 09:20:50 13d39m52.s0 −31◦39′08.′′0 ACS F555W 600
j9k501dsq 10765 27/12/05 10:40:57 13d39m52.s2 −31◦39′08.′′2 ACS F555W 600
j9k501deq 10765 27/12/05 07:45:29 13d39m59.s0 −31◦37′40.′′4 ACS F814W 585
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j9k501dkq 10765 27/12/05 09:07:13 13d39m59.s2 −31◦37′40.′′7 ACS F814W 575
j9k501doq 10765 27/12/05 09:33:45 13d39m52.s0 −31◦39′08.′′0 ACS F814W 460
j9k501duq 10765 27/12/05 10:53:52 13d39m52.s2 −31◦39′08.′′2 ACS F814W 740
NGC 5457Center
icdm79j5q 13364 19/10/13 01:53:41 14d03m09.s0 +54◦21′19.′′4 WFC3 F275W 834
icdm79jaq 13364 19/10/13 02:09:51 14d03m08.s8 +54◦21′19.′′3 WFC3 F275W 834
icdm79jeq 13364 19/10/13 02:26:00 14d03m09.s0 +54◦21′22.′′1 WFC3 F275W 834
icdm79i3q 13364 19/10/13 00:26:03 14d03m09.s0 +54◦21′19.′′4 WFC3 F336W 794
icdm79i6q 13364 19/10/13 00:41:32 14d03m09.s0 +54◦21′22.′′1 WFC3 F336W 794
icdm79idq 13364 19/10/13 00:57:01 14d03m08.s8 +54◦21′19.′′3 WFC3 F336W 794
j8d601j2q 9490 15/11/02 22:45:53 14d03m22.s6 +54◦21′27.′′9 ACS F435W 450
j8d601j3q 9490 15/11/02 22:55:39 14d03m22.s6 +54◦21′27.′′9 ACS F435W 450
j8d601j5q 9490 15/11/02 23:06:13 14d03m22.s6 +54◦21′27.′′9 ACS F555W 360
j8d601j7q 9490 15/11/02 23:14:29 14d03m22.s6 +54◦21′27.′′9 ACS F555W 360
j8d601j9q 9490 15/11/02 23:23:24 14d03m22.s6 +54◦21′27.′′9 ACS F814W 360
j8d601jbq 9490 15/11/02 23:31:40 14d03m22.s6 +54◦21′27.′′9 ACS F814W 360
NGC 5457NorthWest1
icdm94jtq 13364 19/10/13 05:04:56 14d02m58.s7 +54◦23′16.′′1 WFC3 F275W 834
icdm94jxq 13364 19/10/13 05:21:06 14d02m58.s5 +54◦23′16.′′0 WFC3 F275W 834
icdm94k1q 13364 19/10/13 05:37:15 14d02m58.s7 +54◦23′18.′′8 WFC3 F275W 834
icdm94jjq 13364 19/10/13 03:37:16 14d02m58.s7 +54◦23′16.′′1 WFC3 F336W 794
icdm94jlq 13364 19/10/13 03:52:45 14d02m58.s7 +54◦23′18.′′8 WFC3 F336W 794
icdm94jpq 13364 19/10/13 04:08:14 14d02m58.s5 +54◦23′16.′′0 WFC3 F336W 794
j8d6a3ddq 9490 15/11/02 10:21:36 14d02m59.s9 +54◦23′43.′′4 ACS F435W 450
j8d6a3dfq 9490 15/11/02 10:31:22 14d02m59.s9 +54◦23′43.′′4 ACS F435W 450
j8d6a3dhq 9490 15/11/02 10:41:56 14d02m59.s9 +54◦23′43.′′4 ACS F555W 360
j8d6a3djq 9490 15/11/02 10:50:12 14d02m59.s9 +54◦23′43.′′4 ACS F555W 360
j8d6a3dlq 9490 15/11/02 10:59:07 14d02m59.s9 +54◦23′43.′′4 ACS F814W 360
j8d6a3dnq 9490 15/11/02 11:07:23 14d02m59.s9 +54◦23′43.′′4 ACS F814W 360
j8d710knq 9492 14/01/03 05:19:59 14d02m52.s3 +54◦24′17.′′6 ACS F435W 360
j8d710koq 9492 14/01/03 05:29:03 14d02m52.s3 +54◦24′17.′′6 ACS F555W 360
j8d710kqq 9492 14/01/03 05:37:58 14d02m52.s3 +54◦24′17.′′6 ACS F814W 360
j8d710l5q 9492 14/01/03 06:47:00 14d02m52.s5 +54◦24′17.′′7 ACS F435W 360
j8d710l7q 9492 14/01/03 06:56:04 14d02m52.s5 +54◦24′17.′′7 ACS F555W 360
j8d710lbq 9492 14/01/03 07:04:59 14d02m52.s5 +54◦24′17.′′7 ACS F814W 360
j8d710lfq 9492 14/01/03 08:28:10 14d02m52.s7 +54◦24′17.′′9 ACS F435W 360
j8d710lhq 9492 14/01/03 08:37:14 14d02m52.s7 +54◦24′17.′′9 ACS F555W 360




Data Set Proposal ID Obs. Date Start Time R.A. Decl. Instrument Filter Exp. Time
(dd/mm/yy) (h:m:s) (2000.0) (2000.0) (s)
icdm95fhq 13364 18/10/13 08:24:14 14d02m48.s4 +54◦25′12.′′8 WFC3 F275W 834
icdm95flq 13364 18/10/13 08:40:24 14d02m48.s2 +54◦25′12.′′6 WFC3 F275W 834
icdm95fpq 13364 18/10/13 08:56:33 14d02m48.s3 +54◦25′15.′′4 WFC3 F275W 834
icdm95f7q 13364 18/10/13 06:54:16 14d02m48.s4 +54◦25′12.′′8 WFC3 F336W 794
icdm95f9q 13364 18/10/13 07:09:45 14d02m48.s3 +54◦25′15.′′4 WFC3 F336W 794
icdm95fdq 13364 18/10/13 07:25:14 14d02m48.s2 +54◦25′12.′′6 WFC3 F336W 794
j8d709xoq 9492 22/01/03 22:41:46 14d02m53.s5 +54◦27′35.′′5 ACS F435W 360
j8d709xpq 9492 22/01/03 22:50:50 14d02m53.s5 +54◦27′35.′′5 ACS F555W 360
j8d709xrq 9492 22/01/03 22:59:46 14d02m53.s5 +54◦27′35.′′5 ACS F814W 360
j8d709xxq 9492 22/01/03 23:08:43 14d02m53.s6 +54◦27′35.′′7 ACS F435W 360
j8d709xzq 9492 22/01/03 23:17:47 14d02m53.s6 +54◦27′35.′′7 ACS F555W 360
j8d709y1q 9492 23/01/03 00:12:31 14d02m53.s6 +54◦27′35.′′7 ACS F814W 360
j8d709y3q 9492 23/01/03 00:21:30 14d02m53.s8 +54◦27′35.′′8 ACS F435W 360
j8d709y5q 9492 23/01/03 00:30:34 14d02m53.s8 +54◦27′35.′′8 ACS F555W 360
j8d709y7q 9492 23/01/03 00:39:28 14d02m53.s8 +54◦27′35.′′8 ACS F814W 360
j8d710knq 9492 14/01/03 05:19:59 14d02m52.s3 +54◦24′17.′′6 ACS F435W 360
j8d710koq 9492 14/01/03 05:29:03 14d02m52.s3 +54◦24′17.′′6 ACS F555W 360
j8d710kqq 9492 14/01/03 05:37:58 14d02m52.s3 +54◦24′17.′′6 ACS F814W 360
j8d710l5q 9492 14/01/03 06:47:00 14d02m52.s5 +54◦24′17.′′7 ACS F435W 360
j8d710l7q 9492 14/01/03 06:56:04 14d02m52.s5 +54◦24′17.′′7 ACS F555W 360
j8d710lbq 9492 14/01/03 07:04:59 14d02m52.s5 +54◦24′17.′′7 ACS F814W 360
j8d710lfq 9492 14/01/03 08:28:10 14d02m52.s7 +54◦24′17.′′9 ACS F435W 360
j8d710lhq 9492 14/01/03 08:37:14 14d02m52.s7 +54◦24′17.′′9 ACS F555W 360
j8d710ljq 9492 14/01/03 08:46:10 14d02m52.s7 +54◦24′17.′′9 ACS F814W 360
j8d713avq 9492 15/01/03 22:57:14 14d02m29.s4 +54◦24′07.′′8 ACS F435W 360
j8d713awq 9492 15/01/03 23:06:18 14d02m29.s4 +54◦24′07.′′8 ACS F555W 360
j8d713ayq 9492 15/01/03 23:15:14 14d02m29.s4 +54◦24′07.′′8 ACS F814W 360
j8d713b4q 9492 16/01/03 00:03:31 14d02m29.s5 +54◦24′07.′′9 ACS F435W 360
j8d713b6q 9492 16/01/03 00:12:35 14d02m29.s5 +54◦24′07.′′9 ACS F555W 360
j8d713baq 9492 16/01/03 00:21:30 14d02m29.s5 +54◦24′07.′′9 ACS F814W 360
j8d713bdq 9492 16/01/03 00:30:28 14d02m29.s7 +54◦24′08.′′0 ACS F435W 360
j8d713bfq 9492 16/01/03 00:39:32 14d02m29.s7 +54◦24′08.′′0 ACS F555W 360
j8d713bhq 9492 16/01/03 00:48:27 14d02m29.s7 +54◦24′08.′′0 ACS F814W 360
NGC 5457NorthWest3
icdm96g4q 13364 18/10/13 11:57:45 14d02m38.s0 +54◦27′09.′′3 WFC3 F275W 834
icdm96g8q 13364 18/10/13 13:18:26 14d02m37.s8 +54◦27′09.′′2 WFC3 F275W 834
icdm96gcq 13364 18/10/13 13:34:35 14d02m38.s0 +54◦27′12.′′0 WFC3 F275W 834
icdm96fuq 13364 18/10/13 10:19:52 14d02m38.s0 +54◦27′09.′′3 WFC3 F336W 794
icdm96fwq 13364 18/10/13 10:35:21 14d02m38.s0 +54◦27′12.′′0 WFC3 F336W 794
icdm96g0q 13364 18/10/13 11:41:53 14d02m37.s8 +54◦27′09.′′2 WFC3 F336W 794
j8d709xoq 9492 22/01/03 22:41:46 14d02m53.s5 +54◦27′35.′′5 ACS F435W 360
j8d709xpq 9492 22/01/03 22:50:50 14d02m53.s5 +54◦27′35.′′5 ACS F555W 360
j8d709xrq 9492 22/01/03 22:59:46 14d02m53.s5 +54◦27′35.′′5 ACS F814W 360
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j8d709xxq 9492 22/01/03 23:08:43 14d02m53.s6 +54◦27′35.′′7 ACS F435W 360
j8d709xzq 9492 22/01/03 23:17:47 14d02m53.s6 +54◦27′35.′′7 ACS F555W 360
j8d709y1q 9492 23/01/03 00:12:31 14d02m53.s6 +54◦27′35.′′7 ACS F814W 360
j8d709y3q 9492 23/01/03 00:21:30 14d02m53.s8 +54◦27′35.′′8 ACS F435W 360
j8d709y5q 9492 23/01/03 00:30:34 14d02m53.s8 +54◦27′35.′′8 ACS F555W 360
j8d709y7q 9492 23/01/03 00:39:28 14d02m53.s8 +54◦27′35.′′8 ACS F814W 360
j8d712unq 9492 15/01/03 06:56:50 14d02m30.s6 +54◦27′25.′′7 ACS F435W 360
j8d712uoq 9492 15/01/03 07:05:54 14d02m30.s6 +54◦27′25.′′7 ACS F555W 360
j8d712uqq 9492 15/01/03 07:14:50 14d02m30.s6 +54◦27′25.′′7 ACS F814W 360
j8d712utq 9492 15/01/03 08:28:55 14d02m30.s7 +54◦27′25.′′8 ACS F435W 360
j8d712uvq 9492 15/01/03 08:37:59 14d02m30.s7 +54◦27′25.′′8 ACS F555W 360
j8d712uxq 9492 15/01/03 08:46:54 14d02m30.s7 +54◦27′25.′′8 ACS F814W 360
j8d712uzq 9492 15/01/03 10:08:22 14d02m30.s9 +54◦27′25.′′9 ACS F435W 360
j8d712v1q 9492 15/01/03 10:17:26 14d02m30.s9 +54◦27′25.′′9 ACS F555W 360
j8d712v3q 9492 15/01/03 10:26:22 14d02m30.s9 +54◦27′25.′′9 ACS F814W 360
j8d713avq 9492 15/01/03 22:57:14 14d02m29.s4 +54◦24′07.′′8 ACS F435W 360
j8d713awq 9492 15/01/03 23:06:18 14d02m29.s4 +54◦24′07.′′8 ACS F555W 360
j8d713ayq 9492 15/01/03 23:15:14 14d02m29.s4 +54◦24′07.′′8 ACS F814W 360
j8d713b4q 9492 16/01/03 00:03:31 14d02m29.s5 +54◦24′07.′′9 ACS F435W 360
j8d713b6q 9492 16/01/03 00:12:35 14d02m29.s5 +54◦24′07.′′9 ACS F555W 360
j8d713baq 9492 16/01/03 00:21:30 14d02m29.s5 +54◦24′07.′′9 ACS F814W 360
j8d713bdq 9492 16/01/03 00:30:28 14d02m29.s7 +54◦24′08.′′0 ACS F435W 360
j8d713bfq 9492 16/01/03 00:39:32 14d02m29.s7 +54◦24′08.′′0 ACS F555W 360
j8d713bhq 9492 16/01/03 00:48:27 14d02m29.s7 +54◦24′08.′′0 ACS F814W 360
NGC 5457SouthEast
icdm64orq 13364 15/02/14 20:05:56 14d03m17.s8 +54◦18′43.′′0 WFC3 F336W 787
icdm64otq 13364 15/02/14 20:21:18 14d03m17.s5 +54◦18′42.′′5 WFC3 F336W 787
icdm64oxq 13364 15/02/14 20:36:40 14d03m17.s8 +54◦18′41.′′2 WFC3 F336W 787
icdm64p1q 13364 15/02/14 21:36:06 14d03m17.s8 +54◦18′43.′′0 WFC3 F275W 827
icdm64p5q 13364 15/02/14 21:52:08 14d03m17.s8 +54◦18′41.′′2 WFC3 F275W 827
icdm64p9q 13364 15/02/14 22:08:10 14d03m17.s5 +54◦18′42.′′5 WFC3 F275W 827
jcdm64osq 13364 15/02/14 20:06:51 14d03m45.s9 +54◦14′24.′′3 ACS F814W 700
jcdm64ouq 13364 15/02/14 20:21:23 14d03m45.s6 +54◦14′23.′′7 ACS F814W 700
jcdm64oyq 13364 15/02/14 20:37:40 14d03m45.s9 +54◦14′22.′′4 ACS F606W 540
jcdm64p2q 13364 15/02/14 21:36:51 14d03m45.s9 +54◦14′24.′′3 ACS F435W 750
jcdm64p6q 13364 15/02/14 21:52:13 14d03m45.s9 +54◦14′22.′′4 ACS F435W 750
jcdm64paq 13364 15/02/14 22:09:18 14d03m45.s6 +54◦14′23.′′7 ACS F606W 560
NGC 5474
icdm43akq 13364 14/02/14 04:16:03 14d05m00.s8 +53◦39′44.′′0 WFC3 F275W 794
icdm43amq 13364 14/02/14 04:31:33 14d05m00.s9 +53◦39′42.′′1 WFC3 F275W 794
icdm43arq 13364 14/02/14 04:47:02 14d05m00.s6 +53◦39′44.′′3 WFC3 F275W 794
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icdm43b0q 13364 14/02/14 05:46:02 14d05m00.s8 +53◦39′44.′′0 WFC3 F336W 373
icdm43b3q 13364 14/02/14 05:54:30 14d05m00.s9 +53◦39′42.′′1 WFC3 F336W 373
icdm43b5q 13364 14/02/14 06:02:58 14d05m00.s5 +53◦39′43.′′5 WFC3 F336W 373
icdm43b7q 13364 14/02/14 06:11:49 14d05m00.s8 +53◦39′44.′′0 WFC3 F438W 373
icdm43baq 13364 14/02/14 06:20:17 14d05m00.s5 +53◦39′43.′′5 WFC3 F438W 373
icdm43bcq 13364 14/02/14 06:28:45 14d05m00.s9 +53◦39′42.′′1 WFC3 F438W 219
jbt169knq 12546 26/02/12 22:03:00 14d05m01.s4 +53◦39′44.′′0 ACS F606W 450
jbt169kqq 12546 26/02/12 22:24:50 14d05m01.s8 +53◦39′45.′′1 ACS F606W 450
jbt169koq 12546 26/02/12 22:13:43 14d05m01.s4 +53◦39′44.′′0 ACS F814W 450
jbt169ksq 12546 26/02/12 22:35:33 14d05m01.s8 +53◦39′45.′′1 ACS F814W 450
NGC 5477
icdm53enq 13364 07/09/13 05:18:01 14d05m33.s2 +54◦27′39.′′0 WFC3 F275W 794
icdm53epq 13364 07/09/13 05:33:31 14d05m33.s1 +54◦27′40.′′2 WFC3 F275W 794
icdm53etq 13364 07/09/13 05:49:00 14d05m33.s4 +54◦27′41.′′1 WFC3 F275W 794
icdm53eyq 13364 07/09/13 06:45:53 14d05m33.s2 +54◦27′39.′′0 WFC3 F336W 373
icdm53f0q 13364 07/09/13 06:54:21 14d05m33.s1 +54◦27′40.′′2 WFC3 F336W 373
icdm53f2q 13364 07/09/13 07:02:49 14d05m33.s4 +54◦27′41.′′1 WFC3 F336W 373
icdm53f4q 13364 07/09/13 07:11:40 14d05m33.s2 +54◦27′39.′′0 WFC3 F438W 373
icdm53f6q 13364 07/09/13 07:20:08 14d05m33.s4 +54◦27′41.′′1 WFC3 F438W 373
icdm53f8q 13364 07/09/13 07:28:36 14d05m33.s1 +54◦27′40.′′2 WFC3 F438W 219
jbt170dkq 12546 26/08/12 04:58:55 14d05m33.s2 +54◦27′39.′′0 ACS F606W 450
jbt170dnq 12546 26/08/12 05:20:45 14d05m33.s0 +54◦27′37.′′4 ACS F606W 450
jbt170dlq 12546 26/08/12 05:09:38 14d05m33.s2 +54◦27′39.′′0 ACS F814W 450
jbt170dpq 12546 26/08/12 05:31:28 14d05m33.s0 +54◦27′37.′′4 ACS F814W 450
NGC 5949
icdm31deq 13364 14/10/13 05:46:33 15d28m00.s6 +64◦45′47.′′5 WFC3 F275W 801
icdm31dgq 13364 14/10/13 06:02:09 15d28m00.s3 +64◦45′48.′′1 WFC3 F275W 801
icdm31dkq 13364 14/10/13 06:17:45 15d28m00.s8 +64◦45′50.′′0 WFC3 F275W 801
icdm31dpq 13364 14/10/13 07:13:16 15d28m00.s6 +64◦45′47.′′5 WFC3 F336W 377
icdm31drq 13364 14/10/13 07:21:48 15d28m00.s3 +64◦45′48.′′1 WFC3 F336W 377
icdm31dtq 13364 14/10/13 07:30:20 15d28m00.s8 +64◦45′50.′′0 WFC3 F336W 377
icdm31dvq 13364 14/10/13 07:39:15 15d28m00.s6 +64◦45′47.′′5 WFC3 F438W 377
icdm31dxq 13364 14/10/13 07:47:47 15d28m00.s8 +64◦45′50.′′0 WFC3 F438W 377
icdm31dzq 13364 14/10/13 07:56:19 15d28m00.s3 +64◦45′48.′′1 WFC3 F438W 223
icdm31e2q 13364 14/10/13 08:48:53 15d28m00.s6 +64◦45′47.′′5 WFC3 F555W 385
icdm31e4q 13364 14/10/13 08:57:26 15d28m00.s3 +64◦45′48.′′1 WFC3 F555W 385
icdm31e6q 13364 14/10/13 09:05:59 15d28m00.s8 +64◦45′50.′′0 WFC3 F555W 385
icdm31e8q 13364 14/10/13 09:14:49 15d28m00.s8 +64◦45′48.′′9 WFC3 F814W 385
icdm31eaq 13364 14/10/13 09:23:22 15d28m00.s3 +64◦45′48.′′1 WFC3 F814W 385
icdm31ecq 13364 14/10/13 09:31:55 15d28m00.s6 +64◦45′47.′′5 WFC3 F814W 231
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NGC 628Center
icdm19j5q 13364 15/10/13 15:37:30 01d36m39.s6 +15◦46′35.′′8 WFC3 F275W 827
icdm19j9q 13364 15/10/13 15:53:32 01d36m39.s8 +15◦46′35.′′6 WFC3 F275W 827
icdm19jdq 13364 15/10/13 16:09:34 01d36m39.s6 +15◦46′33.′′0 WFC3 F275W 827
icdm19ivq 13364 15/10/13 14:04:34 01d36m39.s6 +15◦46′35.′′8 WFC3 F336W 787
icdm19ixq 13364 15/10/13 14:19:56 01d36m39.s6 +15◦46′33.′′0 WFC3 F336W 787
icdm19j1q 13364 15/10/13 14:35:18 01d36m39.s8 +15◦46′35.′′6 WFC3 F336W 787
j96r23b6q 10402 07/02/05 08:07:13 01d36m40.s5 +15◦46′39.′′0 ACS F435W 679
j96r23b7q 10402 07/02/05 08:20:48 01d36m40.s5 +15◦46′39.′′0 ACS F435W 679
j96r23b9q 10402 07/02/05 08:35:11 01d36m40.s5 +15◦46′39.′′0 ACS F555W 429
j96r23bbq 10402 07/02/05 08:44:36 01d36m40.s5 +15◦46′39.′′0 ACS F555W 429
j96r23bhq 10402 07/02/05 10:08:45 01d36m40.s5 +15◦46′39.′′0 ACS F814W 461
j96r23bjq 10402 07/02/05 10:18:42 01d36m40.s5 +15◦46′39.′′0 ACS F814W 461
NGC 628East
icdm20cdq 13364 17/10/13 18:41:59 01d36m52.s0 +15◦45′50.′′7 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm20cfq 13364 17/10/13 18:57:21 01d36m52.s1 +15◦45′50.′′6 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm20cjq 13364 17/10/13 19:12:43 01d36m52.s0 +15◦45′48.′′0 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm20coq 13364 17/10/13 20:13:39 01d36m52.s0 +15◦45′50.′′7 WFC3 F336W 373
icdm20cqq 13364 17/10/13 20:22:07 01d36m52.s1 +15◦45′50.′′6 WFC3 F336W 373
icdm20csq 13364 17/10/13 20:30:35 01d36m52.s0 +15◦45′48.′′0 WFC3 F336W 373
j8ol04f4q 9796 20/11/03 03:59:30 01d36m51.s0 +15◦45′47.′′0 ACS F435W 590
j8ol04fdq 9796 20/11/03 04:11:36 01d36m51.s0 +15◦45′47.′′0 ACS F435W 590
j8ol04frq 9796 20/11/03 05:35:32 01d36m51.s0 +15◦45′46.′′7 ACS F435W 590
j8ol04fxq 9796 20/11/03 05:47:38 01d36m51.s0 +15◦45′46.′′7 ACS F435W 590
j8ol04gbq 9796 20/11/03 07:11:31 01d36m51.s0 +15◦45′46.′′8 ACS F435W 590
j8ol04gjq 9796 20/11/03 07:23:37 01d36m51.s0 +15◦45′46.′′8 ACS F435W 590
j8ol04gzq 9796 20/11/03 08:47:32 01d36m51.s0 +15◦45′47.′′0 ACS F435W 590
j8ol04h5q 9796 20/11/03 08:59:38 01d36m51.s0 +15◦45′47.′′0 ACS F435W 590
icdm20cuq 13364 17/10/13 20:39:26 01d36m52.s0 +15◦45′50.′′7 WFC3 F555W 373
icdm20cwq 13364 17/10/13 20:47:47 01d36m52.s0 +15◦45′48.′′0 WFC3 F555W 373
icdm20cyq 13364 17/10/13 20:56:08 01d36m52.s1 +15◦45′50.′′6 WFC3 F555W 219
j8ol04f1q 9796 20/11/03 03:01:04 01d36m51.s0 +15◦45′47.′′0 ACS F555W 550
j8ol04flq 9796 20/11/03 04:33:50 01d36m51.s0 +15◦45′46.′′7 ACS F555W 550
j8ol04g6q 9796 20/11/03 06:09:52 01d36m51.s0 +15◦45′46.′′8 ACS F555W 550
j8ol04gsq 9796 20/11/03 07:45:51 01d36m51.s0 +15◦45′47.′′0 ACS F555W 550
j8ol08edq 9796 29/12/03 13:34:00 01d36m51.s0 +15◦45′47.′′0 ACS F555W 530
j8ol08efq 9796 29/12/03 13:45:26 01d36m51.s1 +15◦45′46.′′7 ACS F555W 530
j8ol08eiq 9796 29/12/03 13:56:52 01d36m51.s0 +15◦45′46.′′7 ACS F555W 530
j8ol08emq 9796 29/12/03 14:08:18 01d36m51.s0 +15◦45′47.′′0 ACS F555W 530
j8ol04f0q 9796 20/11/03 02:51:38 01d36m51.s0 +15◦45′47.′′0 ACS F814W 390
j8ol04fjq 9796 20/11/03 04:24:24 01d36m51.s0 +15◦45′46.′′7 ACS F814W 390
j8ol04g4q 9796 20/11/03 06:00:26 01d36m51.s0 +15◦45′46.′′8 ACS F814W 390
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j8ol04gqq 9796 20/11/03 07:36:25 01d36m51.s0 +15◦45′47.′′0 ACS F814W 390
NGC 6503
icdm32tpq 13364 21/08/13 16:34:56 17d49m23.s0 +70◦09′03.′′8 WFC3 F275W 808
icdm32trq 13364 21/08/13 16:50:39 17d49m23.s1 +70◦09′05.′′6 WFC3 F275W 808
icdm32tvq 13364 21/08/13 17:06:22 17d49m23.s5 +70◦09′03.′′0 WFC3 F275W 808
icdm32u0q 13364 21/08/13 18:04:58 17d49m23.s0 +70◦09′03.′′8 WFC3 F336W 382
icdm32u2q 13364 21/08/13 18:13:35 17d49m23.s1 +70◦09′05.′′6 WFC3 F336W 382
icdm32u4q 13364 21/08/13 18:22:12 17d49m23.s5 +70◦09′03.′′0 WFC3 F336W 382
icdm32u6q 13364 21/08/13 18:31:12 17d49m23.s0 +70◦09′03.′′8 WFC3 F438W 382
icdm32u8q 13364 21/08/13 18:39:49 17d49m23.s5 +70◦09′03.′′0 WFC3 F438W 382
icdm32uaq 13364 21/08/13 18:48:26 17d49m23.s1 +70◦09′05.′′6 WFC3 F438W 228
icdm32udq 13364 21/08/13 19:37:51 17d49m23.s0 +70◦09′03.′′8 WFC3 F555W 390
icdm32ufq 13364 21/08/13 19:46:29 17d49m23.s1 +70◦09′05.′′6 WFC3 F555W 390
icdm32uhq 13364 21/08/13 19:55:07 17d49m23.s5 +70◦09′03.′′0 WFC3 F555W 390
icdm32ujq 13364 21/08/13 20:04:02 17d49m23.s5 +70◦09′03.′′0 WFC3 F814W 390
icdm32ulq 13364 21/08/13 20:12:40 17d49m23.s1 +70◦09′05.′′6 WFC3 F814W 390
icdm32unq 13364 21/08/13 20:21:18 17d49m23.s0 +70◦09′03.′′8 WFC3 F814W 236
UGC685
icdm46zaq 13364 21/11/13 12:38:57 01d07m23.s1 +16◦40′55.′′7 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm46zcq 13364 21/11/13 12:54:19 01d07m23.s1 +16◦40′57.′′5 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm46zgq 13364 21/11/13 13:09:41 01d07m23.s3 +16◦40′56.′′8 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm46zlq 13364 21/11/13 14:07:22 01d07m23.s1 +16◦40′55.′′7 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm46znq 13364 21/11/13 14:15:47 01d07m23.s1 +16◦40′57.′′5 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm46zpq 13364 21/11/13 14:24:12 01d07m23.s3 +16◦40′56.′′8 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm46zrq 13364 21/11/13 14:33:00 01d07m23.s1 +16◦40′55.′′7 ACS F438W 370
icdm46ztq 13364 21/11/13 14:41:25 01d07m23.s3 +16◦40′56.′′8 ACS F438W 370
icdm46zvq 13364 21/11/13 14:49:50 01d07m23.s1 +16◦40′57.′′5 ACS F438W 216
j8yy14ulq 10210 21/08/04 19:34:31 01d07m22.s4 +16◦41′08.′′6 ACS F606W 467
j8yy14unq 10210 21/08/04 19:44:34 01d07m22.s4 +16◦41′08.′′6 ACS F606W 467
j8yy14uiq 10210 21/08/04 19:08:38 01d07m22.s4 +16◦41′08.′′6 ACS F814W 613
j8yy14ujq 10210 21/08/04 19:21:07 01d07m22.s4 +16◦41′08.′′6 ACS F814W 613
NGC6744Center
icdm83anq 13364 11/07/14 18:48:22 19d09m43.s6 −63◦51′10.′′5 WFC3 F275W 801
icdm83apq 13364 11/07/14 20:03:24 19d09m43.s4 −63◦51′10.′′4 WFC3 F275W 801
icdm83atq 13364 11/07/14 20:19:00 19d09m43.s7 −63◦51′07.′′8 WFC3 F275W 801
icdm83ayq 13364 11/07/14 21:09:14 19d09m43.s6 −63◦51′10.′′5 WFC3 F336W 377
icdm83b0q 13364 11/07/14 21:41:28 19d09m43.s4 −63◦51′10.′′4 WFC3 F336W 377
icdm83b2q 13364 11/07/14 21:50:00 19d09m43.s8 −63◦51′08.′′8 WFC3 F336W 377
icdm83b4q 13364 11/07/14 21:58:55 19d09m43.s6 −63◦51′10.′′5 WFC3 F438W 377
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icdm83b6q 13364 11/07/14 22:07:27 19d09m43.s8 −63◦51′08.′′8 WFC3 F438W 377
icdm83b8q 13364 11/07/14 22:44:46 19d09m43.s3 −63◦51′09.′′4 WFC3 F438W 223
icdm83bbq 13364 11/07/14 23:17:54 19d09m43.s6 −63◦51′10.′′5 WFC3 F555W 385
icdm83bdq 13364 11/07/14 23:26:27 19d09m43.s4 −63◦51′10.′′4 WFC3 F555W 385
icdm83bfq 13364 11/07/14 23:35:00 19d09m43.s7 −63◦51′07.′′8 WFC3 F555W 385
icdm83bhq 13364 11/07/14 23:43:50 19d09m43.s7 −63◦51′07.′′8 WFC3 F814W 385
icdm83boq 13364 12/07/14 00:20:09 19d09m43.s4 −63◦51′10.′′4 WFC3 F814W 385
icdm83brq 13364 12/07/14 00:28:42 19d09m43.s6 −63◦51′10.′′5 WFC3 F814W 231
NGC6744North
icdm0earq 13364 25/07/14 23:35:16 19d10m02.s8 −63◦49′53.′′5 WFC3 F275W 801
icdm0eatq 13364 25/07/14 23:50:52 19d10m02.s6 −63◦49′53.′′4 WFC3 F275W 801
icdm0eb0q 13364 26/07/14 00:06:28 19d10m02.s9 −63◦49′50.′′8 WFC3 F275W 801
icdm0ebuq 13364 26/07/14 01:02:07 19d10m02.s8 −63◦49′53.′′5 WFC3 F336W 377
icdm0ebzq 13364 26/07/14 01:10:39 19d10m02.s6 −63◦49′53.′′4 WFC3 F336W 377
icdm0ec1q 13364 26/07/14 01:19:11 19d10m03.s0 −63◦49′51.′′8 WFC3 F336W 377
icdm0ec4q 13364 26/07/14 01:28:06 19d10m02.s8 −63◦49′53.′′5 WFC3 F438W 377
icdm0ec6q 13364 26/07/14 01:36:38 19d10m03.s0 −63◦49′51.′′8 WFC3 F438W 377
icdm0ec8q 13364 26/07/14 01:45:10 19d10m02.s5 −63◦49′52.′′4 WFC3 F438W 223
icdm0ecbq 13364 26/07/14 02:37:41 19d10m02.s8 −63◦49′53.′′5 WFC3 F555W 385
icdm0ecdq 13364 26/07/14 02:46:14 19d10m02.s6 −63◦49′53.′′4 WFC3 F555W 385
icdm0ecfq 13364 26/07/14 03:03:52 19d10m02.s9 −63◦49′50.′′8 WFC3 F555W 385
icdm0echq 13364 26/07/14 03:12:42 19d10m02.s9 −63◦49′50.′′8 WFC3 F814W 385
icdm0ecjq 13364 26/07/14 03:21:15 19d10m02.s6 −63◦49′53.′′4 WFC3 F814W 385
icdm0eclq 13364 26/07/14 04:13:19 19d10m02.s8 −63◦49′53.′′5 WFC3 F814W 231
NGC7793East
icdm45a1q 13364 18/01/14 06:19:54 23d57m51.s2 −32◦35′13.′′9 WFC3 F814W 221
icdm45z2q 13364 18/01/14 02:38:22 23d57m51.s2 −32◦35′13.′′9 WFC3 F275W 812
icdm45z4q 13364 18/01/14 02:54:09 23d57m51.s2 −32◦35′12.′′0 WFC3 F275W 812
icdm45z8q 13364 18/01/14 03:09:56 23d57m51.s4 −32◦35′13.′′3 WFC3 F275W 725
icdm45zdq 13364 18/01/14 04:02:03 23d57m51.s2 −32◦35′13.′′9 WFC3 F336W 367
icdm45zfq 13364 18/01/14 04:10:25 23d57m51.s2 −32◦35′12.′′0 WFC3 F336W 367
icdm45zhq 13364 18/01/14 04:18:47 23d57m51.s4 −32◦35′13.′′3 WFC3 F336W 367
icdm45zjq 13364 18/01/14 04:27:32 23d57m51.s2 −32◦35′13.′′9 WFC3 F438W 367
icdm45zlq 13364 18/01/14 04:35:54 23d57m51.s4 −32◦35′13.′′3 WFC3 F438W 367
icdm45znq 13364 18/01/14 04:44:16 23d57m51.s2 −32◦35′12.′′0 WFC3 F438W 213
icdm45zqq 13364 18/01/14 05:37:42 23d57m51.s2 −32◦35′13.′′9 WFC3 F555W 375
icdm45zsq 13364 18/01/14 05:46:05 23d57m51.s2 −32◦35′12.′′0 WFC3 F555W 375
icdm45zuq 13364 18/01/14 05:54:28 23d57m51.s4 −32◦35′13.′′3 WFC3 F555W 375
icdm45zwq 13364 18/01/14 06:03:08 23d57m51.s4 −32◦35′13.′′3 WFC3 F814W 375
icdm45zyq 13364 18/01/14 06:11:31 23d57m51.s2 −32◦35′12.′′0 WFC3 F814W 375
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NGC7793West
icdm44arq 13364 18/01/14 10:37:05 23d57m40.s8 −32◦35′20.′′6 WFC3 F275W 812
icdm44atq 13364 18/01/14 10:52:52 23d57m40.s8 −32◦35′18.′′7 WFC3 F275W 812
icdm44axq 13364 18/01/14 11:08:39 23d57m41.s0 −32◦35′20.′′0 WFC3 F275W 725
icdm44b2q 13364 18/01/14 12:11:16 23d57m40.s8 −32◦35′20.′′6 WFC3 F336W 367
icdm44b4q 13364 18/01/14 12:19:38 23d57m40.s8 −32◦35′18.′′7 WFC3 F336W 367
icdm44b6q 13364 18/01/14 12:28:00 23d57m41.s0 −32◦35′20.′′0 WFC3 F336W 367
icdm44b8q 13364 18/01/14 12:36:45 23d57m40.s8 −32◦35′20.′′6 WFC3 F438W 367
icdm44baq 13364 18/01/14 12:45:07 23d57m41.s0 −32◦35′20.′′0 WFC3 F438W 367
icdm44bcq 13364 18/01/14 13:49:15 23d57m40.s8 −32◦35′18.′′7 WFC3 F438W 213
j8ph0jt3q 9774 10/12/03 02:49:27 23d57m41.s0 −32◦35′20.′′0 ACS F555W 340
j8ph0jt6q 9774 10/12/03 02:57:43 23d57m40.s9 −32◦35′20.′′1 ACS F555W 340
j8ph0jssq 9774 10/12/03 02:19:42 23d57m40.s9 −32◦35′20.′′1 ACS F814W 90
j8ph0jsuq 9774 10/12/03 02:23:50 23d57m41.s0 −32◦35′20.′′0 ACS F814W 340
UGC4459
icdm61rgq 13364 01/01/14 22:29:53 08d34m07.s0 +66◦10′43.′′4 WFC3 F275W 803
icdm61riq 13364 01/01/14 22:45:31 08d34m07.s3 +66◦10′43.′′2 WFC3 F275W 803
icdm61rmq 13364 01/01/14 23:48:50 08d34m06.s9 +66◦10′40.′′7 WFC3 F275W 803
icdm61ruq 13364 02/01/14 00:10:38 08d34m07.s0 +66◦10′43.′′4 WFC3 F336W 379
icdm61rwq 13364 02/01/14 00:19:12 08d34m07.s3 +66◦10′43.′′2 WFC3 F336W 379
icdm61rzq 13364 02/01/14 00:27:46 08d34m06.s9 +66◦10′40.′′7 WFC3 F336W 379
icdm61spq 13364 02/01/14 01:20:37 08d34m07.s0 +66◦10′43.′′4 WFC3 F438W 379
icdm61srq 13364 02/01/14 01:29:11 08d34m06.s9 +66◦10′40.′′7 WFC3 F438W 379
icdm61stq 13364 02/01/14 01:37:45 08d34m07.s3 +66◦10′43.′′2 WFC3 F438W 225
j9cm05p8q 10605 25/03/06 14:03:04 08d34m07.s2 +66◦10′53.′′9 ACS F555W 1192
j9cm05p9q 10605 25/03/06 14:25:12 08d34m07.s2 +66◦10′53.′′9 ACS F555W 1192
j9cm05pfq 10605 25/03/06 15:33:19 08d34m06.s7 +66◦10′55.′′2 ACS F555W 1192
j9cm05phq 10605 25/03/06 15:55:27 08d34m06.s7 +66◦10′55.′′2 ACS F555W 1192
j9cm05pbq 10605 25/03/06 14:47:59 08d34m07.s2 +66◦10′53.′′9 ACS F814W 1192
j9cm05pdq 10605 25/03/06 15:10:07 08d34m07.s2 +66◦10′53.′′9 ACS F814W 1192
j9cm05pjq 10605 25/03/06 16:18:14 08d34m06.s7 +66◦10′55.′′2 ACS F814W 1192
j9cm05plq 10605 25/03/06 16:40:22 08d34m06.s7 +66◦10′55.′′2 ACS F814W 1192
UGC5139
icdm62ovq 13364 25/08/13 07:03:29 09d40m32.s7 +71◦11′04.′′2 WFC3 F275W 808
icdm62oxq 13364 25/08/13 07:52:22 09d40m32.s3 +71◦11′03.′′5 WFC3 F275W 808
icdm62p1q 13364 25/08/13 08:08:05 09d40m32.s5 +71◦11′06.′′7 WFC3 F275W 808
icdm62p6q 13364 25/08/13 08:29:58 09d40m32.s7 +71◦11′04.′′2 WFC3 F336W 382
icdm62p8q 13364 25/08/13 08:38:35 09d40m32.s3 +71◦11′03.′′5 WFC3 F336W 382
icdm62paq 13364 25/08/13 08:47:12 09d40m32.s5 +71◦11′06.′′7 WFC3 F336W 382
icdm62pcq 13364 25/08/13 09:27:53 09d40m32.s7 +71◦11′04.′′2 WFC3 F438W 382
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icdm62peq 13364 25/08/13 09:36:30 09d40m32.s5 +71◦11′06.′′7 WFC3 F438W 382
icdm62pgq 13364 25/08/13 09:45:07 09d40m32.s3 +71◦11′03.′′5 WFC3 F438W 228
j9cm04o4q 10605 03/02/06 16:22:21 09d40m32.s0 +71◦11′12.′′8 ACS F555W 1384
j9cm04o5q 10605 03/02/06 16:49:05 09d40m32.s0 +71◦11′12.′′8 ACS F555W 1468
j9cm04obq 10605 03/02/06 19:32:20 09d40m32.s1 +71◦11′15.′′9 ACS F555W 1489
j9cm04odq 10605 03/02/06 19:59:25 09d40m32.s1 +71◦11′15.′′9 ACS F555W 1489
j9cm04o7q 10605 03/02/06 17:55:59 09d40m32.s0 +71◦11′12.′′8 ACS F814W 1478
j9cm04o9q 10605 03/02/06 18:22:53 09d40m32.s0 +71◦11′12.′′8 ACS F814W 1478
j9cm04ofq 10605 03/02/06 21:07:52 09d40m32.s1 +71◦11′15.′′9 ACS F814W 1490
j9cm04ohq 10605 03/02/06 21:34:58 09d40m32.s1 +71◦11′15.′′9 ACS F814W 1490
UGC5340
icdm54gqq 13364 20/01/14 23:43:56 09d56m46.s5 +28◦49′26.8 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm54gsq 13364 20/01/14 23:59:18 09d56m46.s6 +28◦49′25.1 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm54gzq 13364 21/01/14 00:14:40 09d56m46.s4 +28◦49′25.3 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm54h9q 13364 21/01/14 01:13:49 09d56m46.s5 +28◦49′26.8 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm54hbq 13364 21/01/14 01:22:14 09d56m46.s6 +28◦49′25.1 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm54hdq 13364 21/01/14 01:47:09 09d56m46.s4 +28◦49′25.3 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm54hfq 13364 21/01/14 01:55:57 09d56m46.s5 +28◦49′26.8 WFC3 F438W 370
icdm54i1q 13364 21/01/14 02:49:28 09d56m46.s4 +28◦49′25.3 WFC3 F438W 370
icdm54i3q 13364 21/01/14 02:57:53 09d56m46.s6 +28◦49′25.1 WFC3 F438W 216
jb4z02o0q 11578 02/05/10 11:39:29 09d56m46.s2 +28◦49′15.2 ACS F606W 705
jb4z02o2q 11578 02/05/10 11:53:32 09d56m46.s2 +28◦49′15.2 ACS F606W 855
jb4z02o6q 11578 02/05/10 12:10:25 09d56m46.s2 +28◦49′15.0 ACS F606W 855
jb4z01idq 11578 27/04/10 03:50:40 09d56m46.s2 +28◦49′15.2 ACS F814W 705
jb4z01ihq 11578 27/04/10 04:04:43 09d56m46.s2 +28◦49′15.2 ACS F814W 855
jb4z01imq 11578 27/04/10 04:21:36 09d56m46.s2 +28◦49′15.0 ACS F814W 855
UGC695
icdm18jaq 13364 03/09/13 09:41:29 01d07m46.s4 +01◦03′49.′′1 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm18jcq 13364 03/09/13 11:00:22 01d07m46.s2 +01◦03′48.′′0 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm18jgq 13364 03/09/13 11:15:44 01d07m46.s4 +01◦03′47.′′4 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm18jlq 13364 03/09/13 12:36:00 01d07m46.s4 +01◦03′49.′′1 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm18jnq 13364 03/09/13 12:44:25 01d07m46.s4 +01◦03′47.′′4 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm18jpq 13364 03/09/13 12:52:50 01d07m46.s2 +01◦03′48.′′0 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm18jrq 13364 03/09/13 13:01:38 01d07m46.s4 +01◦03′49.′′1 WFC3 F438W 370
icdm18jtq 13364 03/09/13 13:10:03 01d07m46.s2 +01◦03′48.′′0 WFC3 F438W 370
icdm18jvq 13364 03/09/13 13:18:28 01d07m46.s4 +01◦03′47.′′4 WFC3 F438W 216
icdm18jyq 13364 03/09/13 14:11:41 01d07m46.s4 +01◦03′49.′′1 WFC3 F555W 378
icdm18k0q 13364 03/09/13 14:20:07 01d07m46.s4 +01◦03′47.′′4 WFC3 F555W 378
icdm18k2q 13364 03/09/13 14:28:33 01d07m46.s2 +01◦03′48.′′0 WFC3 F555W 378
icdm18k4q 13364 03/09/13 14:37:16 01d07m46.s2 +01◦03′48.′′0 WFC3 F814W 378
icdm18k6q 13364 03/09/13 14:45:42 01d07m46.s4 +01◦03′47.′′4 WFC3 F814W 378
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icdm18k8q 13364 03/09/13 14:54:08 01d07m46.s4 +01◦03′49.′′1 WFC3 F814W 224
UGC1249
icdm47dmq 13364 17/08/13 18:51:04 01d47m29.s1 +27◦20′02.′′9 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm47doq 13364 17/08/13 19:06:26 01d47m29.s2 +27◦20′01.′′6 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm47dsq 13364 17/08/13 19:21:48 01d47m29.s0 +27◦20′01.′′0 WFC3 F275W 787
icdm47dxq 13364 17/08/13 20:21:13 01d47m29.s1 +27◦20′02.′′9 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm47dzq 13364 17/08/13 20:29:38 01d47m29.s2 +27◦20′01.′′6 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm47e1q 13364 17/08/13 20:38:03 01d47m29.s0 +27◦20′01.′′0 WFC3 F336W 370
icdm47e3q 13364 17/08/13 20:46:51 01d47m29.s1 +27◦20′02.′′9 WFC3 F438W 370
icdm47e5q 13364 17/08/13 20:55:16 01d47m29.s0 +27◦20′01.′′0 WFC3 F438W 370
icdm47e7q 13364 17/08/13 21:03:41 01d47m29.s2 +27◦20′01.′′6 WFC3 F438W 216
jbt180t6q 12546 12/07/12 00:40:14 01d47m29.s8 +27◦19′60.′′0 ACS F606W 450
jbt180tbq 12546 12/07/12 01:02:04 01d47m30.s1 +27◦20′01.′′2 ACS F606W 450
jbt180t7q 12546 12/07/12 00:50:57 01d47m29.s8 +27◦19′60.′′0 ACS F814W 450
jbt180tdq 12546 12/07/12 01:12:47 01d47m30.s1 +27◦20′01.′′2 ACS F814W 450
UGC4305
icdm60ipq 13364 24/08/13 11:19:16 08d19m20.s9 +70◦42′51.′′3 WFC3 F275W 808
icdm60irq 13364 24/08/13 11:34:59 08d19m20.s6 +70◦42′50.′′0 WFC3 F275W 808
icdm60ivq 13364 24/08/13 11:50:42 08d19m20.s5 +70◦42′53.′′2 WFC3 F275W 808
icdm60j0q 13364 24/08/13 12:12:35 08d19m20.s9 +70◦42′51.′′3 WFC3 F336W 382
icdm60j2q 13364 24/08/13 12:53:21 08d19m20.s6 +70◦42′50.′′0 WFC3 F336W 382
icdm60j4q 13364 24/08/13 13:01:58 08d19m20.s5 +70◦42′53.′′2 WFC3 F336W 382
icdm60j6q 13364 24/08/13 13:10:58 08d19m20.s9 +70◦42′51.′′3 WFC3 F438W 382
icdm60j8q 13364 24/08/13 13:19:35 08d19m20.s5 +70◦42′53.′′2 WFC3 F438W 382
icdm60jaq 13364 24/08/13 13:28:12 08d19m20.s6 +70◦42′50.′′0 WFC3 F438W 228
j9cm07buq 10605 30/12/06 12:59:32 08d18m58.s9 +70◦42′04.′′0 ACS F555W 1165
j9cm07bvq 10605 30/12/06 13:21:13 08d18m58.s9 +70◦42′04.′′0 ACS F555W 1165
j9cm07c1q 10605 30/12/06 14:27:59 08d18m59.s2 +70◦42′06.′′7 ACS F555W 1165
j9cm07c3q 10605 30/12/06 14:49:40 08d18m59.s2 +70◦42′06.′′7 ACS F555W 1165
j9cmz7caq 10605 30/12/06 16:24:02 08d19m20.s5 +70◦43′43.′′4 ACS F555W 1165
j9cmz7cbq 10605 30/12/06 16:45:43 08d19m20.s5 +70◦43′43.′′4 ACS F555W 1165
j9cmz7chq 10605 30/12/06 17:52:29 08d19m20.s7 +70◦43′46.′′1 ACS F555W 1165
j9cmz7cjq 10605 30/12/06 18:14:10 08d19m20.s7 +70◦43′46.′′1 ACS F555W 1165
j9cm07bxq 10605 30/12/06 13:43:33 08d18m58.s9 +70◦42′04.′′0 ACS F814W 1165
j9cm07bzq 10605 30/12/06 14:05:14 08d18m58.s9 +70◦42′04.′′0 ACS F814W 1165
j9cm07c5q 10605 30/12/06 15:12:00 08d18m59.s2 +70◦42′06.′′7 ACS F814W 1165
j9cm07c7q 10605 30/12/06 15:33:41 08d18m59.s2 +70◦42′06.′′7 ACS F814W 1165
j9cmz7cdq 10605 30/12/06 17:08:03 08d19m20.s5 +70◦43′43.′′4 ACS F814W 1165
j9cmz7cfq 10605 30/12/06 17:29:44 08d19m20.s5 +70◦43′43.′′4 ACS F814W 1165
j9cmz7clq 10605 30/12/06 18:36:30 08d19m20.s7 +70◦43′46.′′1 ACS F814W 1165
j9cmz7cnq 10605 30/12/06 18:58:11 08d19m20.s7 +70◦43′46.′′1 ACS F814W 1165
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j9dr03r0q 10522 28/01/06 04:15:30 08d19m14.s2 +70◦42′38.′′5 ACS F814W 200
j9dr03raq 10522 28/01/06 05:49:43 08d19m13.s8 +70◦42′44.′′2 ACS F814W 200
j9dr03rkq 10522 28/01/06 07:25:18 08d19m14.s0 +70◦42′41.′′4 ACS F814W 200
UGC5139
icdm62ovq 13364 25/08/13 07:03:29 09d40m32.s7 +71◦11′04.′′2 WFC3 F275W 808
icdm62oxq 13364 25/08/13 07:52:22 09d40m32.s3 +71◦11′03.′′5 WFC3 F275W 808
icdm62p1q 13364 25/08/13 08:08:05 09d40m32.s5 +71◦11′06.′′7 WFC3 F275W 808
icdm62p6q 13364 25/08/13 08:29:58 09d40m32.s7 +71◦11′04.′′2 WFC3 F336W 382
icdm62p8q 13364 25/08/13 08:38:35 09d40m32.s3 +71◦11′03.′′5 WFC3 F336W 382
icdm62paq 13364 25/08/13 08:47:12 09d40m32.s5 +71◦11′06.′′7 WFC3 F336W 382
j9cm04o4q 10605 03/02/06 16:22:21 09d40m32.s0 +71◦11′12.′′8 ACS F555W 1384
j9cm04o5q 10605 03/02/06 16:49:05 09d40m32.s0 +71◦11′12.′′8 ACS F555W 1468
j9cm04obq 10605 03/02/06 19:32:20 09d40m32.s1 +71◦11′15.′′9 ACS F555W 1489
j9cm04odq 10605 03/02/06 19:59:25 09d40m32.s1 +71◦11′15.′′9 ACS F555W 1489
j9cm04o7q 10605 03/02/06 17:55:59 09d40m32.s0 +71◦11′12.′′8 ACS F814W 1478
j9cm04o9q 10605 03/02/06 18:22:53 09d40m32.s0 +71◦11′12.′′8 ACS F814W 1478
j9cm04ofq 10605 03/02/06 21:07:52 09d40m32.s1 +71◦11′15.′′9 ACS F814W 1490
j9cm04ohq 10605 03/02/06 21:34:58 09d40m32.s1 +71◦11′15.′′9 ACS F814W 1490
UGC7242
icdm40jnq 13364 01/09/13 08:59:12 12d14m09.s2 +66◦04′45.′′0 WFC3 F275W 803
icdm40jqq 13364 01/09/13 09:14:50 12d14m08.s9 +66◦04′45.′′5 WFC3 F275W 803
icdm40k7q 13364 01/09/13 09:30:28 12d14m09.s3 +66◦04′47.′′7 WFC3 F275W 803
icdm40kdq 13364 01/09/13 10:28:51 12d14m09.s2 +66◦04′45.′′0 WFC3 F336W 379
icdm40kfq 13364 01/09/13 10:37:25 12d14m08.s9 +66◦04′45.′′5 WFC3 F336W 379
icdm40kuq 13364 01/09/13 10:45:59 12d14m09.s3 +66◦04′47.′′7 WFC3 F336W 379
icdm40kwq 13364 01/09/13 10:54:56 12d14m09.s2 +66◦04′45.′′0 WFC3 F438W 379
icdm40kyq 13364 01/09/13 11:03:30 12d14m09.s3 +66◦04′47.′′7 WFC3 F438W 379
icdm40l1q 13364 01/09/13 11:12:04 12d14m08.s9 +66◦04′45.′′5 WFC3 F438W 225
j8mq53asq 9771 20/08/03 22:36:09 12d14m11.s2 +66◦04′53.′′9 ACS F606W 600
j8mq53b2q 9771 20/08/03 22:48:25 12d14m11.s2 +66◦04′53.′′9 ACS F606W 600
j8mq53b6q 9771 20/08/03 23:01:36 12d14m11.s2 +66◦04′53.′′9 ACS F814W 450
j8mq53b8q 9771 20/08/03 23:11:22 12d14m11.s2 +66◦04′53.′′9 ACS F814W 450
UGC7408
icdm48mzq 13364 16/10/13 02:07:20 12d21m15.s0 +45◦48′41.′′3 WFC3 F275W 792
icdm48n2q 13364 16/10/13 02:22:47 12d21m14.s8 +45◦48′40.′′5 WFC3 F275W 792
icdm48n6q 13364 16/10/13 02:38:14 12d21m14.s8 +45◦48′43.′′7 WFC3 F275W 792
icdm48nbq 13364 16/10/13 03:38:38 12d21m15.s0 +45◦48′41.′′3 WFC3 F336W 372
icdm48ndq 13364 16/10/13 03:47:05 12d21m14.s8 +45◦48′40.′′5 WFC3 F336W 372
icdm48nfq 13364 16/10/13 03:55:32 12d21m14.s8 +45◦48′43.′′7 WFC3 F336W 372
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icdm48nhq 13364 16/10/13 04:04:22 12d21m15.s0 +45◦48′41.′′3 WFC3 F438W 372
icdm48njq 13364 16/10/13 04:12:49 12d21m14.s8 +45◦48′43.′′7 WFC3 F438W 372
icdm48nlq 13364 16/10/13 04:21:16 12d21m14.s8 +45◦48′40.′′5 WFC3 F438W 218
jbt185klq 12546 22/06/12 15:20:45 12d21m15.s2 +45◦48′42.′′9 ACS F606W 450
jbt185kpq 12546 22/06/12 15:42:35 12d21m14.s9 +45◦48′43.′′4 ACS F606W 450
jbt185kmq 12546 22/06/12 15:31:28 12d21m15.s2 +45◦48′42.′′9 ACS F814W 450
jbt185krq 12546 22/06/12 15:53:18 12d21m14.s9 +45◦48′43.′′4 ACS F814W 450
UGCA281
icdm58g3q 13364 07/02/14 21:02:49 12d26m16.s5 +48◦29′44.′′0 60.0134 F275W 823
icdm58g5q 13364 07/02/14 21:18:47 12d26m16.s6 +48◦29′42.′′5 60.0137 F275W 823
icdm58g9q 13364 07/02/14 22:21:42 12d26m16.s3 +48◦29′42.′′2 60.0127 F275W 823
icdm58geq 13364 07/02/14 22:43:50 12d26m16.s5 +48◦29′44.′′0 60.0134 F336W 381
icdm58ggq 13364 07/02/14 22:52:26 12d26m16.s6 +48◦29′42.′′5 60.0137 F336W 381
icdm58giq 13364 07/02/14 23:01:02 12d26m16.s3 +48◦29′42.′′2 60.0127 F336W 381
icdm58gnq 13364 08/02/14 00:01:48 12d26m16.s5 +48◦29′44.′′0 60.0134 F438W 381
icdm58gpq 13364 08/02/14 00:10:24 12d26m16.s3 +48◦29′42.′′2 60.0127 F438W 381
icdm58grq 13364 08/02/14 00:19:00 12d26m16.s6 +48◦29′42.′′5 60.0137 F438W 227
j9ov09hfq 10905 01/11/06 05:15:22 12d26m15.s9 +48◦29′37.′′0 149.0414 F606W 469
j9ov09hhq 10905 01/11/06 05:25:47 12d26m16.s0 +48◦29′36.′′9 149.0415 F606W 469
j9ov09hcq 10905 01/11/06 04:50:07 12d26m15.s9 +48◦29′37.′′0 149.0414 F814W 574
j9ov09hdq 10905 01/11/06 05:02:17 12d26m16.s0 +48◦29′36.′′9 149.0415 F814W 574
